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1. The philoso~hy of Kant is undoubtedly one of 

the moat stubborn and darinG attempts of the munan mind 

to furnish a true account of its oV/n knowledge. This 

philosophy, both on account of its teachincs end throuGh 

its historical development, has been closely allied to 

idealism. lPichte J for example, who was Kant's own 

:pupi 1, in spi te of the pr otests of his mll .. S tel", VTas the 

first to ~lrn it into a form of idealism, while men like 

Paulsen, Royce, and Perry, have classed Kant amonGst 

idealists. And when Vic add to this Kant's OVln classifi-

cation of his philosophy as critical idealism, it would 

Seem that transcendentalism is idealisfl; were it not, on 

the one hand, thv.t Herbart and his followers have quite 

as well Given to it a realistic interpretation, while, 

on the other hand, Kant him"self classifies transcendental 

idealism as coeciual wi th empirical realism or dualism. 

At the present time, vvhen so many wri tinGs, both books 

and mae;azine articles, appear which defend or Oppose the 

position that Ko.nt's philosoph~r is idealistic, it v/ould 

seem that an attempt on the part of a student of philosophy 

to investigate for himself this pOint should be hiBhly 

profitable. It is with this in mind that we have under-

taken the present paper, using Kant's nCritiquc of Pure 
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Reason" for reference, (1) a. book of which he says: 

"There ought not to be a single metaphysical problem which 

has not been Solved here, or to the solution of which the 

key at lea.st has not been furnis hed." 

2. But in dealing with Kant talk of this kind is 

rather hazardous: for, on the one hand, the limitations 

of a 1mster's thesis do not permit of a full treatment, 

not eVen of a coml?rehens~ve outline of a subject which 

undertakes to show the points of agreement or disagreement 

between Kantianiam and idealism, even were the mental 

equipment a;f the writer adequate to the task; and on the 

other hand, no one would expect to discover that somebody else 

had been able to "set Kant right" when so many voluminous 

works, and his won efforts, have brought forth, and are bring

ing forth, noWer and newer complications inhorent inXant's 

own thought, thereby adding to the numberless difficulties 

to be found in the mere study of it. And when we add to 

the ~bove difficulties also the not less important difficulty 

arising from tho inevitable historic development of human 

thought, namely, the rather delicate work of interpreting 

eighteenth cent~y thought and translating it into twentieth 
-~-----------------------------------------------~---- ------

(1) References to the first original edition are desiGnated 

by the letter A; to the second - B; M stands for the second 
edition of MUller's translation, which has been the only 
one used in connection with t he present paper, no other being 
available in this as yot bookless century. 
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century language, I have no doubt that we mu.st admit that 

any one fairly started upon a qaest like ours needs a great 

des 1 of courage and a bit of audaci ty to ge t through wi th 

the work and then present it for investigation. I have 

discovered that the peculiarly hopeless bewilC!-erment of the 

Xantian student, and the painful worry of the devotee are 

necessary results when attempting to get clear from the 

maze winding through the pages of the Critique, abounding 

with frequent unexpected obstructions and closed exits. 

The present pape~ therefore, will not exhaust the subject 
( 

by a wide margin, and the writer is far from flattering 

himself that he has arrived at 8 definite solution of the 

relation existing between Kant's philosophy and idealism. 

The writer does, however, insist that what followe is an 

earnest and careful attempt to present a tentative outline, 

which acoording to his insieht and investigation, may show 

the way in which, if followed out in detail, the problem may 

be solved. 

3, We should add here an early remark in regard to 

the aims and limits of our task. First, this paper is not 

polemioal, that is, we do not propose t~ take up any single 

doctrine held b~T Kant and by proving that it is imcompatible 

with idealism, to disprove Xant's otherwise probable idea-
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listie tendency, nor the reverse. Such procedure would 

not be fair eVen with the author of 8 striotly consistent 

and unified system, much less with Kant, who, by any suoh 

method may be proved to be an adherent of many philoso~~ic 

systems • Our aim therefore is to go beyohd such a mis-

leading method as this, and by presenting the whole of 

Kant's philosophy 8S contained in the Critique, to estimate 

its various teachines in their relation to his philosophy 

as a system, and consequently to arrive at their true value 

in decidine the relation of his philosophy to idealism, - a 

rather comprehensive task, it is true, hut nevertheless a 

task which should be performed if we are to arrive at the 

best -judgment in regard to Kant's views. But, second, we 

do not propose to take up all the material which might be 

properly treated under the headinB of this thesis. Wo do not, 

for example. aim to take up idealism as a doctrine, even in 

ennumerating its salient points, Mlich when thus outlined, 

may serve as reference to our inquiry. As said above, we 

shall be concerned with the expansion of the general teach

ine\Oontained in the Critique as representative of Xant's 

philosophy; but eVen there we do not intend to consider 

their historic parentage. Such an inquiry would be undoubt~ 

edly quite valuable and suGgestive, and might help us greatly 
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in estimating the different threads of Kant's thought, by 

showing us that many of the contradictions, in fact, that 

the general confusion of his whole philoso;phy, arises from 

his attempt to evolve a philosophy out of EnGlish scepticism 

and German dogmatism - a compound of final empiriCism and of 

complete r3tionalism, which are two inherf'ntly di vergent, 

and most probably incompatible, lines of thought, - a con

fusion which forces one to agree with E.B.Bax, that Kant's 

philosophy "refuses to crystalize". But more restructive 

than the above are two other limitations of the scope and 

aim of our task: First is the fact that this paper will 

not deal even with the mutual incompatibilities of the 

various doctrines taken up beyond what is necessary to 

represent them as harmonious or inharmonious with each 

other in showing their relation to idealism. Ueither 

shall We deal with the va li ·di ty or invalidi ty of the argu

ments concerned, except for an occasional remark, since 

our aim is not to criticise Kant's views, but only to 

es~imate their bearing upon his classification as an ideal

ist. To be inquiring into his proofs with the purpose of 

testing their validity would be to judge of Kant as a 

ph1losopber, and thereby to pronounce judgment upon tl~ 

philosophic school to which he, or the particular view exa.

mined, may inherently belone_ This however is excluded by 

the nature of our task, which is nerely an attempt at classi-
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fioation, and consequently exoludes, save for the m~ntion 

of them, any efforts towards criticism and the investiga

tion of minute incompatibilitites lurking in particular 

view or arguments, eVen when these inoompatibilitites are 

decidedly apparent and have long since been so proved. 

4. One last remark is needful in regard to what un

doubtedly is a strong point against the heading of the 

thesis, namely, the fact that we have limited the investi

gation of Kant's philosophy to the "Critique of Pure Reason" 

only. It may be said that the Critigue does not contain 

Kant's whole philosophy, or that it does not represent all 

the stages of his philosophic metamorphosis, which ought 

surely to be considered as an important aid toward the 801-

lution of our problem. No doubt, both these objections 

have some weight, and a full treatment ahould include what 

we now exolude; but I only oure to mention that by omitting 

them our task is not made impossiblo and that the heading 

of ,the thesis does not become a mianome'r. This is proved 

from the above quoted words of Kant himself, who says of 

the First Critique that it contai~ the solution of every 

metaphysical problem or the road to it, and also from the 

general consent and praotice of philosophic writers to 
.. - ~ .. 

!onsider the Critique as sufficient for the purposes of 

estimating Kant's philosophy. 
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5. A much more pertinent problem which we meet in 

our work, and which ie eo cloeely allied With the Firet 

Critique that we cannot avoid it, and according to which 

we are rather forced t~ arrange the order of our topics, 

ic the eo often mentioned difference between the point 

of view of the firet edition of the Critique' ae being 

idealietic, and the eecond edition as realistic. The 

divergence of opinion upon the subject is too well known 

to require any co~nent here; suffioe it to s~ that even 

th!e important controversy will not be in any way in

dependently de~tt with, but that it will be taken up only 
• 

in conjunction with the specific topic where it ~ey exist, 

and even then we ehall consider it only because the said 

difference between the two editions seems to have made 

two booke of them, rather then one book in two editions. 

6. Now it appears to me that we can have no 

better order of preeentation as well as treatment of our 

subject, then the order which may be given to us by 

beginr:ine first wi th an exrlici t exam i nat itJn of the chief 

places of the Critique in which Kant himself deale with 

idealiem and the relation of his philosophy to it. Suoh 

procedure if! aleo economical, for it Rffords a ground 

of limi:hation by denot ing the chie' f lines of thought run-

ning through Xant'e own mind when thinktng on the eubject 
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and to which we may conveniently limit our discussion. 

Furthermore, with Kant this will not be a faulty con

venience on account of hi~ very fd11 treatment of any 

and all topicS found in all plecee of the Critique, even 

though it may be necessary for h1.in to repeat a great deal 

of what ha.s been already gone over in former pages. 

7. Upon examination of the Critique we find three 

places in which Kant directly speake of idea1iem and in 

which he discusses the relation of hie philosophy to it. 

One of them, namely, the Sixth SeBtion of the Antinomy is 

found in both the first (1781) and second (1787) editions 

of the Critique. A second place is found only in the 

first edition, namely, the Fourth Paralogiem; and the 

third place, the muoh debated "Refut f!. tion of Idealism", is 

found only in the second edition. As we eaid, a separate 

examination of these p1s,oes will reveal to us: first, the 

true contents of our discussion, and second, it will set 

ue r1gbt upon the question of a fundamental difference of 

the twoeditione relative to our thesis, if first of all 

there actually exiets a real contradiction between the con

tents of the places changed or left out from the firet 

edition and the substitutes 2nd editions of the second. 

It should be noticed that in case of a dffference, the 

question ae to v/hich edit ion contains the true view of 

Kant, ehaI1 be an additional topiC for our investigation. 

We shell, therefore, take up noVi the three pla.ces as men-
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tioned, making the eixth section of the Antimony, which 

is found in both first and second editions~ as the middle 

term: which ehou1d be comps-red. with the other two places, 

to arrive at a definite solution of th~:1r mutual relation. 

8. In the sixth section of the Antimony entitled 

"Transcendental Idealism as the Key to the Solution of 

Coemologica1 Dialectic" Kant sets forth a division of phi

losophic schools in what he evidently considers to be the 

only two world theoriee, namely, transcendtal realiem, 

and transcendental idealism, and then classifies empirical 

idealism as a world v i ew which gets its start from treane-

cendental rea1iem. Transcendental idealism he defines as 

the doctrine which holde thgt naIl objects of an experience 
1) 

possible to us, are nothing but phenomena" and not things 

in themselves, and that space and time, like the objects 

of our experi ence, "have no independent existence outside our 

thought e" • Opposed to this is tranecende~ta1 realism, 

which holds that epace and time and our relireeentations of 

all the things of our experience are real; while the rt1 0ng 

decried empirical ide ~.lism" us the doctrine "which while it 

admits the inde pendent reality of sp sce, denies the exist

enoe of extended beings in it t or at Ell events considers 

it as doubtful •.• ~(2) "Our own· transcendental idealism on 

---------------------------------------------------------
(1) A 491. M 400. 

(2) A 491, M 401. 
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the contrary~ allows that the objects of the e~ternal 

intuition may be reel, e.s they are perceivecl in epEce and 

likewise ,;,,11 chc .. nges in time, as they are represent ed by 

the internal sense." In other words, Kant says that 

transcendental is the doctrine which holds that the objects 

of our sen~es, and the spa ce and time in which they are 

alws.ys to be found, £.re mo more than appearances to us 

"heving no independent existence outside our thoughts" 

while, neverthelese, they are real for us "as they are per-

ceived." Transcendetal realism on the contrary, is the 

doctrine which teaches thet E.ll the ob jects of our senses, 

as well as the space and the time in which they appear, are 

real things independent of our sensibility. Empirical 

ide alism is the doctrine which holds that the thinge in time 

are absolutely real only, while, though space itself is 

real, to things in s r eace it denies reality, or at least 

doubts tha t they re ally exist. Then follows the refut ation 

of the last two theories, which we shall now take up in 

detail. 

9. In regard to the fir~t of Kant's contentions, 

namely, that what we know iE appearance only and not 

things-in-themeel vee, he says tht:::.t "it he.s been suffiCiently 

proved in the ~rHnecendental Aesthetic".(l) !I!he Aesthetic 

forms the first of two parts of Kant'e doctrine of the 
~------ -------- ----- ---- -------------------- ----------.. 
(1) A 490. M 400. 
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elements of his system,(i ) and consequently its study will 

have not only a significance as a refutation of trans

cendental realism, but it will also be an inquiry into one 

of his mo!'t fundamental positions. He s ays of the aesthetic 

that it is"the science of all the principlee of .sensibility 

! priori". ( 2 ) Theee principles Kant finds by first 

isol atine; "eensibili ty by separating everything which the 

understanding adds by meane of its concepts, so that noth-

ing remains but empirical i ntuition". Secondly, we spall 

separate from this all tha t belongs to sensation, so that 

nothing remains but pure intuition or the mere form 'of the 

phenomena, which is the only thing that sensibility 

! Friori can supply". (3) When all this is done, he says, 

it · is evident that the aesthetic can have no other elements 

than spaoe and time. (4) It ia within space that we repre

sent to ourwelvee the fom,. sixe, and other qualities of 

external objects, and in Mlich we fix their rela tive posi

tions, while it : is in time that the eoul (we ourselves) 

represents its internul states a s rela ted amongst them-

selves. "Time cannot be perceived externally as ldtt1e 

ae space can be perceived as someth ing within ue." 

"What then are spaoe and time? Are they real beings? ' 

Or, if not that, are they determination~ or reI tiona of -- --------- -------- --- - - ----- . ----- -- - - -- -- - - -- --- --
(1) A 15, M 12. 
(2) A 21, M 17. 
(3) A 22, M 17. 
(4) A 41. M 33. 
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things, but euch as would belong to them even if they 

were not perceived? or lastly, are they determ:tnations 

and relations which ere inhereLt in the form of intuition 

only, and therefore in the subjective nature of our mind, 

without which such predic6,tee as space and time wCluld 

never be ascribed to anything?"(l) 

10. Kant's treatment of space is found in the first 

section of !ranscendental Aesthetdo, Aocording to him, 

space evidently has the following characteristics: first: 

"Space is not an empirical concept which has been derived 

from external experience". To know external things space 

is needed as a concept of the mind under which external 

things may be subsumed, consequently space precedes our 

knovlledge of them as ext ernal, or as Kant says: to have 

external experience "the re l;resentati on of spsce ought al

ready to be here ••• " "This external experience beoomes 

poee ih1e only by means of the representa,tionE' of epace." 

Secondly, "Space is E. neceeeary represent r.. tion 8 E,!.iori 

forming the very foundfi tion of all external intuition." 

For we may well imagine empty space, but it is impose1ble 

to imagine objects wi thout the ir spatial characteristic, 

cone eCluently, " i t is a representat ion .! prior' which pre

cedee all external phenomena". Thirdly, which is an ex

planation of and also an argument for the obove two points, - - - - - -
(1) A 23; M lB. 
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and which :iE' left out in the second ecl1tion, is the obser

vation that were it not for the priority of epace, "the 

apodictic certainty of all geometrical principles, and the 

possibility of their construction A priori" would vanish, 

for then, epace being a concept derived from experience 

will not poeeee:e universality and necessity, since "what

ever is derived from experience poeeeeeee a rel ative gene

rality only, baeed on induction," and under such conditions 

we cannot be sure that the proposition that between two 

points there can be but one stra ight line, oan be predicted 

with neceseity of every c ase that may be experienced. 

Fourthly, "Space if not a discursive or eo called general 

concept of the relation of things in general, but a pure 

intuition", for, "epace is essentiHlly one", its parts are 

not antecedent to it, but can be thought as existing within 

it only. And fifthly, which is diff erently worded in the 

second edition, but in both cases serving only as an expla

nation to the preceding pa r agraph, - "space is represented 

as an infinite quantity". For the inf i nite number of spaces 

we represent not as ma.king JlP a concept of infinit e space, 

but as being thenselvee poesi ble as separate representatione 

of a concept of space already containing the characteristic 

of infinity, and thus mLti ng the separate representations 

poesible as infinite in number. 
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11.The conclusions from the foregoing observations, 

says Kant, cen be but two, nHmely t first, "speece doe s not 

represent any quality of objects by themselves" since, if 

it were eo, it would not be peE sible for us to separate 

epace from the obje'cte thought of by us as epatial. "For 

no determination of objects, whether belonging to them 

absolutely or in relation to others, can enter into our 

intuition before the actual existence of the objects them

selves, that is to say, they can never be intuitionc 

! priori, "And secondly, "Space is nothing but the form of 

all phenomena of the external sense", since the very fact 

that it is found in the mind previaus to our knowledge of 

things which themselves are thought of as spatial, sho\~ 

that space has already entered into our knowledge of them. 

12. A brief resume of the [:,bove will now be neces

sary to show us the application of this reasoning to the 

case of transcendental realism and c onse quently . to empirical 

,idealism. It may be easily perceivecl th8t the five points 

as given by Kant, are really two fi2pect 2 of one point, 

namely the eubjectivtty of space. The whole section aims 

to prove that epace is a (concept) of the mind, and not a 

property of the objects thought of b~r ue as spatial, neither 

is it an indepen(. eJ·.tly re al thing in itself. from which it 

followe, first, that space is an ~ priori concept, a pure 
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intuition, and seoond, that the objeots thought of by 

us as epatial, are not things in themselvee; that is, 

they are not absolutely real things, but are real as 

phenomena only. That space is a concept of the mind Kant 

maintains thue: firet, we can not think of objects with

out thinking of them as being in epace; and second, we 

oan think of empty space. while we can not think of non

spatial things. The consequence of this ie, acoording to 

Kant. that epace ie a universal oondition preceding our 

experience of thihgB and, if space is not a prope:'rty of 

things, because it is a condition preceding their appear

ance, then epace must be a property of the eubject which 

l'recedee those thinge as being in epHce. The latter 

part of Kant's conclusion ie not by him 80 explicitly 

stated, neither is it proved by him, but euoh is the 

view he hae adopted. He nowhere argues that qualitiee 

and relations are ei~her objective or subjective and that 

no third al terna,tive is pose ible, as for example that a 

qu~lity or a relation may neither belong to the subject 

or the object as an inherent quality of either, but that 

it may be merely a rele.tion between enti ties, which do not 

themeelvee contain it as perte of themeelvee. It is not 

our purpose to question here the historic division of ell 

knowledge into subjeot and object be it in the transcendent 
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or lantian view of them, - he has adopted his division not 

even unaware of a poseible third alternative, namely, that 

spsc .. e may be cone-idered as a property of ultimate reality 

either as mind or ms.tter, and nd: as the property of the 

.humanly known subject or object, ae m~ be seen from his 

etatement, to be quoted later on that "intellectually" 

subject and object may be one, which however is impossible 

for human beings either to prove or disprove. So we see 

that Kant accepts epace to be a conoept ~f the mind, as is 

clearly expressed in the second point of his conclueion(l). 

And then he maintaine that epace is not a general concept 

of the mind derived from experience, because, first, ex

perience itself presupposes it, since the experience itself 

is ~de possible by the use of the concept of Space which 

therefore exists prior to the experience, and, secondly, 

that only so may we understand and explain the univere~ty 

and necessity of the prmpositione of gemnetry, which "llave 

always been in possession of :rsrfect truetworthinesE'. (2) 

And this characterization of epace is equal to sating that 

space is a ooncept ! priori. But space being a concept 

~r1ori • ooncept expreesing the universal and neoessary 

condition of the mind under Whioh we may know external 

objects, - it is evident, says Kant, that the objecte of 

our external intuition cennot be things in themeelvee.(3). - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
(I} A 26, M 21. 
(2 A!~ 149; .M, 3. 122. 
(3 A~, M 24. . 
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For, "if we drop the subjective c~ndition under which alone 

we ca.n gain external intuition, that i~, so f ar E"S we may be 

affected by objects, the representation of space means 

not hihg. For thie predicate is applied to objects only in 

so far a s they appebr to UE', and are objects of our senses n • 

(1) Tnerefore, how can we know things as they are, indepen

dently of our sen~ee, when our knowledge of them iE' made 

posei ble by the externe~ l eense, the concept of which, spa.ce, 

is itself contained in the mind, while the things of which 

we think as spatial a re contained in that s pace only? Both 

transcendental realism, therefore, which holde space and all 

things to which it belongs as an inseparable condition to 

be real independently of our subjective conditione, and 

empirical ide elisw, which holds that space only is real in

dependently of our minds, a re false. 

13. As space i s the fundamental lIE rk of extern&l objects, 

eo is time, says Kant, the fundamental mark of internal ex

perience - in f f-ct of 811 knowledge. This he propounds in 

the second section of the Transcendental Aesthetic. Time, 

just like E'pa ce, h s, according to Kant, certain ch&r a cteris

tics, which he sets forth in five observations, as in the 

case of spEce, differing ho v~ver in this that instead of two 
- --- --------------------------------------------------------

( 1) A 26; M 21. 
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oonclusions, he now givee ue three. He eay~, firat, "Time 

ie not an emptric fil concept derived from experience, for 

neither coexistence, nor succeseion would enter into our 

perception, if the representation of time wa s not given ~ 

priori". Secondly, "Time if' a necessary representation on 

which all intuitipn depends". We can have no experience of 

anything which is not a temporal experience to uS', Ylhile 

time may be preEent in our mind apert from any of those 

experiencee which always follow upon it. Thirdly.lt is on 

account of the a r riori-Y of time thB.t experien~e possesses 

orderliness and regularity such as is expreseed by its 

necessary e.,nd universal laws. Fourthly. "Time is not a dis

cureive, or what is celled acquired concept, but 8. pure form 

of sensuous intuition." An intuition is tlw .. t which can be 

produced by a single object only. NOW, time i~ just euch an 

object, the different times being parte of one and the eame 

time, the single dimeneion of which is its successiveness. 

which cannot be known in any other way excer t by the evidence 

of experience. And fifthly. Time is conceived of as infinite 

since we can conceive of any a,nd all definite q'Uantitiee of 

time merely ae parte of one time, which forme the foundation 

of them all. Such in brief are the five observations whioh 

Kant mB.kes in regard to time, and it may be noticed that they, 

too. can be divided into two groupe, the fir~ t three resting 

upon the a priority of time, and the last two upon the Eensuoue 

relation. 
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14 • . Then follow the three oonclusions, namely, (a) time 

1s not, first, something existing by itself, it would then 

be eomething real without itself being a real object, and, 

seoond, it is not inherent in things as an objective quality 

of them, for in that case it could not be antecedent to them 

as the ir oondit ion. Time is nothing but a subjective condi-

tion existing in the mind ~ priori. (b) "Time ie nothing but 

the form of the internal sense·, that ie of our intuition of 

ourselves, and of our internal etste". It oan refer neither 

to the shape, nor position, nor any other property of external 

phenomena, because its parts are successive, while the parte 

of external phenomena are simultaneous. (c) "Time is the 

for~l oondition, ~ priori, of external phenomena whatsoever." 

It is true that space is the particular condition, a priori, 

of external phenomena, but since external Objects themEelvee 

are representations belonging to our inner state as determina

tions of the mind, it follows that they are also conditioned 

by the form of our internal intuition, or time. And this 

cannot be said of space which is the condition of external 

objeots only. Or &s Kant otherwise states hie conclusions 

" in regard to time: "Time is therefore eimply a subjective 

condition of our (human) intuition (which is H1waye sensuous, 

that is, so far ae we are atfected by objects), but by itself, 

apart from the subject, nothing. Nevertheless, wit h respect 
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to all phenomena, that ie, all things which can come within 

our experience, time i~ neces~arily objective. (1) And the 

application of thie view of time in regard to trbnscendental 

realism ie, just as in the cS.se of epaes, that a.ll which is 

presented to UE in time, iE itself nothing apart frpm our 

eonciousness of it, because time itself is simply th.e form 

of our internal senee, which from without the mind would be 

nothing. OUr experiences, therefore, are no more than 

phenomena which can not exist independently of our experience 

of them, since how cou~d the temporal experiences be known 

as they are absolutely by themselves, except by the fact 

that they are parts of our particular way of experiencing 

everything as detennined in time? But time itself ie 

nothing mOre than a property of our een~ibility, possessing 

reality only under the condition that we are using it, then 

how can it be possible that the objects to which it is a 

condition be absolutely real be ~ ngs? Thus we eee that Kant's 

answer to hie three questions in regard to space and time 

is in favor of the :E. et one of them, rw.mely, thftt they are 

merely subjective forms, serving ae determinetions of 

objects, but possessing no further objective r ee.lity than 

as conditions under which objects are given to us:,. the 

objects themselves being phenomena only, find not things 

in theme.lvee. (2) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
(1) A 35, M 28. 
(2) A 149,267, 509. M 122, 218, 413. 
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And this was what Kant was expeoted to prove to sustain 

his distinotion of philosophic doctrines into absolutistio 

and temporalistic, and also to refute transcendental 

realism. 

15. The second of Xant's conclusions made in the 

chapter dealing with the solution of oosmological dialectio 

is that the objects in space and time, though transcendent- . 

ally not real, are nevertheless real in perception - a con

tention the first part of which, namely, that which refers 

to external objects, contains also the refutation of 

empirical idealism, which "denies or doubts" their real 

existence though it admits the existence of space as real. 

Such a view, Kant says, is false, first, on account of the 

~act that space is not a real thing, which we saw fram the 

first section of the aesthetic, and second, because tbe 

objeots of external intuition are real "as they are per

ceived in space, and likewise all changes in time, as they 

are r~presented by the internal sense. For as space it

self is a form of ~hat intuition which we c~ll external, 

and as there would be no empirical represen tr.tion at all, 

unless thore were objeots in space, we can and must admit 

the extended beings in it as real; and the same appli,-,s 

to time". (1) Objects, ther~fore, according to Kant's 
--- -- ---- -- - -- -- ----

(1) A 492, M 401. 
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teaching in this place, are reel "if they are empirically 

connected with any real consciousness, althouGh they are 

not therofore real by themse Ives, tha t is, apart frm·m 

the progress of experience."(l) This conte.l!l.tion hO'ileVer, 

We shall not consi(ler now, nor shall We take Ul) other 

important teachines contai ned in it, because J firs t, th~y 

are contained in the Four.th Paralogifm, which VIe shal-l 

presently consider, and second, because they heed further 

explanation from the body of the Critique. For the pre-

sent, all importedlt ]!oints of this section, \vith one ex·· 

ce]!tion, ma~l be sur:l111aris~c1 in t h0 f ollovving quotation: 

"Nothing is really e;i ven to us but percepti on, ana. the 

empirical ]!roGress from this to other ]!ossible perce]!tions. 

For by themselv0s phenomena, as Mere re]!resentations, are 

real in percpption only, which by itself is nothinG bttt 

the reality of an em]!irical r eprespntetion, that is, 

ph0 nomcnal u~pearanc0. To call a J?henomena a real being 

befOre it is perceived, means either thnt in the progress 

of experie nc e ne must meet with such a perception, or it 

means nothine. For that it existed by itself \nthout 

any reference to our senses and possible experience might, 

no doubt, be said when vIe speak of a thine by i tse If. ~te 

here are speaking. howpver, of a phenom~non only in . sp ac e 

(1) A 493, N 405. 
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and time, which are not determinations of things by 

themselves, but only of our sensibility. Hence, that 

which exists in them (phenomena) is not something by it-

self, but consists in representHtions only, which, unless 

they are given in us (in perception), exist nowhere." (1) 

The exc~ption mentioned above is Kant's teaching conCern

ing the transcendetal object to "which we may ascribe .•• 

the whole extent and connection of all our possible percep-

tions, and we may say that it is given by itself anteceden

tly to all experience". (2) but this "non-sensuous caUSe 

of representation is entirely unknown to us", because it 

is not an object to us either as a representation in space, 

or in time. And the same applips to the transcendental 

subject, because "even the internal sensuous intuition of 

our mind (as an object of consciousness), uhich is repre

sent~d as d~ t ~rmined by the succession of different states 

in time, is not a real self as it exists by itself, or what 

is called the transoendental subject, but a phenomenon only, 

given to the sensibilitJ of t his to us unknonn beingn. (3) 

An important point to notice from this sixth sectIon of the 

Antinomy is that Kant neither upholds nor disavows the ex

istence of ultimate, non-temporal and non-spatial reality. - - ~ - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
(1) A 493, M 402. 
(2) A 494, M 403. 
(3) A 492, M 401. 
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16. The second place of reference is the Fourth 

Paralogism of Ideality. (1) Kant B~TS in the criticism of 

it: "Before I expose the deceptive illusion of our paralo

gism, let me remark that we mllst necessarily distinguish 

two kinds of idealism, the transcendental, and the empirical. 

~ranscendental idealism teaches that all phenomena are 

representations only, not thines by themselves, and that 

space and time, therefore, are only Sensuous forms of our' 

intuition, not determinations given independently by th~

Belves or conditions of objects, as things ~ themselves. 

Opposed m this transcendental idealism is a t ~anscendental 

realism, which considers space and time as something in 

itself, (independent of our sensibility). Thus the tran s-

cendental realist represents all external phenomena (ad

mi Lting their reality) as things by themselves, existing 

independently of ,us and our sensibility, and therefore, ex

isting outside us also, if regard~d according to pure con-

cepts of the understanding. It is ' this transcendental 

realist who afterwards acts the empirical idealis, and who, 

after wrongly supposing that the objects of the senses, if 

they ~ to be external, must have an existence by themselves, 

and wi thout our senses. yet from t his point of vie\'i considers 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
(1) A 366, M 298. 
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allou~ sensuous representations insuffioient to render 

oertain the reality of their objeo~s. 

The transoendental idealist, on the contrary, may 

well be an empirical rea.list, or, as he is called, a dua

list, that is, he may admit the existence of matter, Without 

taking 8 step beyond mere selfconsciousness, or adClitting 

more thnn th~ oertainty of rp.presentations within me,that 

is, the oogito, ergo sum. For as he considers matter, and 

even its internal possibility, as a phenomenon only, which, 

if separated from our sensibility, is nothing, matter with 

him ia only a class of representations (intuition) which 

are oalled external, n~t ns if they referred to objeots 

external by themselves, but because they refer perceptions 

to space, in which everything is outside everything else, 

while space itself is inside us. We have deolared ourselves 

from the very beginning in favor of thistra.nscendental 

idealism. II 

17. This long quotation contains apparently at 

least tuo general statemnnts, first, that there are two 

kinds of idealism, and second, that one of th~m is wrong. 

That such is the general result of its contents is also 

supported by th~ fact that Kant started out with the denial 

of !'denlism, and less thr;,n a page later, we find him offering 

to the world a new idealistic theory. This neoessarily means 
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alLso that the refutation it contains does not include the 

idealism of which Kant is "in favor". The uncertainty of 

external objects is held to by empirical and not by trans

cendental idealism, and t hi's is undoubtedly the import of 

the preparatory remark, i.e. Kant in it aims to shall that 

it is not trenscendnnt~l but empirical idealism which he 

refutes. Furthermore, while lJl8king this distinction Kant 

has given us a general outline of transcendental idealism, 

which we shall here briefly restate that we may compare .. 
it vrlth the other two places we are to examine. 

18. According to Kant's statements in the Fourth 

Paralogism, the following is the classification of philosophy 

in general and thp, types of idp-aliarn in particular. There 

are two main World-views, transcendental realism and trans

cendental idealism, the formof drnies, while the latter 

accepts, first, "that all phenompna are representations, 

not thingc in themselves", and second, "that space and time, 

therefore, are sensuous forms of our intuition, not deter

mina.tions given independently by themselves ••• n Consequently 

when the transcendental idealist looks upon the world around 

him he thinks of it as real phenomenally only - this we shall 

oall Kant's doctrine of phenomenalism, while the transcen

dental realist looks upon it 8S an aggregation of independent 

"intellectual" beings as they are by themselves - this we 

shall 00.11 the doctrine- things in themselves. We may here 
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mention e. difficulty found in the system of Kant, whic h 

will later on become clear, namely, that th~ greatest, and 

perhaps the one great obstacle which transcendpnta l idea

lism has to meet is its h ~ lpless inability to pxplain in 

any w~y the mutual relation of these two inherently exclu

sive yet logica lly interdependent classes of phenomena 

and noumenn - as they arA def i ned by the ve·ry premises 

upon whioh transcendentnl idealism rests. But besides these 

mutually exolusive world-views, Kant also says that there 

is an idea lism which by aocepting the tenets of transoen

dente l realism, and by finding them untenable at least in 

regard to our external objeots, refuses to aocept even 

the empirical reality of the latter, by saying that they 

are not immediately knGwnas our mental states are. This 

is tho wrong empirical idealism. Expressed in other words, 

in the criticism of the Fourth Paralogism, Kant is combatting 

on the one side materialism and nafve realism, and on the 

other, illuSionism, as found in the eighteenth century- . 

neoplatonic speculation. 

19. TherA is, however, a second way in which Kant 

(though not with evide ll t intention, yet quite definite ly,) 

dlstinguishAs in the Fourth Paralog~sm4 instead of two, 

thrpe types of id~alism. S ·lace this subdivision marks a 
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transition to the refutation to be later examined, we shall 

here briefly explicate it. He says later on in tne Fourth 

Paralogism:.. "there are tvlO kinds of idea lis ts, the dogma tic J 

who denies the existence of ~etter, and the sceptical, who 

doubts it, because hp thinks it imp)ssible to prove it." (1) 

In this case, just as in thn former, it will be noticpd, 

Kant does not mention transcend~ntel idealism as one of 

its types, though not man:l lines below, he again ends wi th 

his own critical ideAlism. Apparently owing to his own 

Sense of the superiority and distinctiveness of his doctrine 

OVer the others he could not o'onsider them as branches of 

one stem. But in this triple dl~sion of id~alismJ as vlell 

as in the generel olassification and definition of doctrines, 

it is evident thut the Fourth Paralogism has nothing contra

dictory to the Sixth Section of the Antinomy, but it docs 

closely follow it in all respects. The triple division of 

idealism given here is a distinction which already lurks 

in the words "denies or doubts" used in refprence to 

empirical idealism in the Antln~ and tho beg[nning of 

the Paral~ism. It should howevnr be noticed that while 

the Sixth Seotion of the Antimomy refutes the idealist who 

"denieB~ the existence of external objects, the Fourth 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

(1) ! 377, M 306. 
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Paralogism refutes only the idealist ~7ho "doubts" their 

existence, which is evident from the ~xpress words of Kant 

to that effect, (1) ancl also from the us e of th e \7ord "doubtfu l" 

in the conclusion of the thesis of the Fourth Paralogism, a 

wOrd which in no way. expresses denial. 

20. In the Fourth Paralogism of Id~ality, Kant states 

the reasoning of the sceptical idealists in the following 

syllogism: 

"That the existpnce of uhich can only bA inferred 

as a C8,USe of gi von perceptions, has a doubtful existence 

only:-

"All external phenomena are such that their existence 

oannot'be perceived immediately, but that we can only infer 

them as the cause of given perceptions:-

"Therefore· tte existence of all objects of the external 

senses is doubtful. (2) 

It is true, says Kant, thnt ue ' are immediately certain 

of that only which is within us, 11taking the word in its 

intellectual mean ing". cannot be known with certainty; for 

being thus sepa.rated from myself, and ha.ving no other bond 

of union with me than the fact tha.t it appears to me on the 

evidence of my thinking self makes me takp, the effect as an 

argument for the cause. "An infer~nce, howev~r, from a 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
(1) A 377, M 306. 

(2) A 366, M 298. 
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given effeot to a definite cause is always uncertain be

cause the effeot may be due to more than one cause, there

fore, in referring a perception to its cause, it always 

remains doubtful whether the cause be internal or exte rnal. If 

Therefore, in, that sense sceptical idealism is correct. "It 

must not be supposed, ther~fore, that an idealist is he who 

denies the existence of external objects of the senses; all 

he does is to deny that it is known by immediate perception, 

and to infer that we can neVer becoQe perfectly certain 

of their reality by nn expe;:-ience whatever." (1) But, Kant 

att'gtles, this manner of reasoning is incorrect. " "For indeed, 

if we conSider pxternal phenonena as representations pro-
. 

duced inside us by their objects, as existing as things by 

themselves ou tside us , it is difficult to see how thei r 

e~istence could be known otherwisp than through a syllogism 

from effect to cause, where it must always remain doubtful, 

whether the cause be within or without us." (2) ThiS, 

however, 1s not the caSe here, for eVen if we admitt(}d the 

existence of things in themselves, yet they can have no 

bearing' upon the certainty or uncertainty of thn objects of 

our senses, they can only serve as probable e~lanations 01 

the sourCe of phenomena, remaining themselves utterly unknown 

to us in so far as their nature as things in th~mselves is 

~o~c~r~e~._ "Of this t ~~e!e~t_W~ ~re not ~p~a~i~g_a~ ~r~s~n~ 
(1) A 368, M 299. 

(2) A 372, M 302. 
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but only of the nmpiricnl object, which is called external, 

if represented in spac~, and internal, ~hen represented in 

tomporal relation only, both space and time to be met w.ith 

nowhere e:xo~pt in ourselves." (1) That is to say, in the 

refutation of scepticalidea1ism Kant leaves out of consider

ation the question whether things in themselves be assumed 

to exist or not - this has been dealt with in the Aesthetic, 

and the result was that they cannot be objects of our ex

pe~ience, so that any argument based upon the consideration 

of them, is invalid. What We deal with, says Kant, is not 

things existing in themselves "apart from us", but phenomf?na 

belonging to "outward appearance only". These latter are 

"empirically extr'rnal objects", they are "things occurring 

in space". (2) It becomes apparent, thp.r~fore, that the 

thesis of the Fourth Paralogism rests upon the wTong view 

of thp. objects' of our exp('rience. Knnt then continues the 

furth~r development of his argument, uhich io plainly a 

oontinuation and an enlarepment of the conclusions dprived 

from the Aesthetic. He here speks to prove, not the 

phenom~nal character of the objects of our senses, but their 

empirical reali ty, an argument \7hich was contatned in the 

Sixth Section of the Ailtimony, but which we left then, and 

shall consider now. 

21. To prove that the objects of the external sense 

are bits of real evpryday life, Kant says "it is sufficient 
- - - - - - - - - ~ 

(1) A 373, M 303. 
(2) A 373, M 303. 
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to consider (1) that external perception proves immediately 

a reality in space, which space, though itself a m~re form 

of represent~tions, possesses nevertheless objective renlity 

with respect to all external phenomena (which them2elves 

are mere representations only); (2) that without perception, 

eVen the creation of fancy and dreams would not be possible, 

so that our external SenseS with ref~rence to the data from 

which experience can spring, must have real objects correS

ponding to them in space." (l l Kant's main argument to 

prove his thesis is as folloYls: "Space itself, it is true," 

says, he, rr1•7 ith all its phenomena as I'epreS'entations, exists 

within us only. If 
• • • Consequently "it is impossible 

that in that spaCe anything outside us (in a transcendental 

sense) could be given, because space itself is nothine 

outside our sensibility ••. but the real or the material of 

all objects of intuition is nevertheless given in that 

space, independent of all fancy and imagination ff by per

ception. (3) For whatever is seen in spaCe, though pre

oeded by space, is not apace itself, but something real, 

the knowledge of which we acquire by our sensibility, of 

which space is only the form. "It is sensation, therefore, 

that indicates reall ty in spnce •••• " (4) "For, first, per-
------ ----~------ ---
(1) A 377, M 305. 
(2) 
(3) A 375, M 304. 
(4) A 373, M 303. 
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ception 1s the representation of a reality, while space 

1s the representation of a mere possibil'1ty of coexis

tence. Secondly, this reality is represented before the 

external sense, that is~ in space. Thirdly, spaCe itself 

is nothing but mere representatio~ so that nothing in 

it; or vice versa, whatev~r is given in it, that is~ what

eVer 1s represented in it by percpption, is also re~l in 

it, because if it were not real in it, that is, given 

1mmediat~ly by empirical intuition, it could not be created 

by fancy, the real of intuition b~ing unimaginable ~ priori. 1I 

(lJ That is to say, the above proof of the empirical 

reality of phenomena rests upon tho following fact , namely, 

that space is a representation a Eriori, consequently spac~ 

represents no ground either for proving or disproving the 

reality of the objects it contains, because "the real of 

intuition is unimaginable a Eriori tt, but is gi ven "in per

ception onl~ . (2) And this view, we saw, is thp view 

· of the Antimony also. 

22. Kent's view of reality is set forth in the 

second Postulnt~ or the Second prinCiple of modality, which 

states that "what is connected with the material concli-

tions of ex:periencp (sensation) i s real."(3) 

~l~c~ 
(1). 
(2) .A 
(3)· A 

in regard to - -: - - -- .-
376, M 304. 
376, M 305. 
218, M 178. 

This speCial 
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nor diffArent from what 1s said in the Fourth ~~rnlog~s~ 

and Antinomy. "A concept, says Kant, is to be considered 

as empty, and as refp,rring to no Jbj ect, if the synthesis 

which it contains does not belong to experience." (1) 

With regard to reality, it stands to reason that ~e cannot 

conceive it in the concrete without the aid of experience;~ 

for reality concerns sensation only, as the material of 

experience. f2) Consequently "the postulate concerning .. 

our knowledge of the reality of things, requires percep

tion, therefore sensation and consciousness of it." (3) 

WhereYer, therp-fore, perception and its train can resa-h, 

according to empirical laws, there our knoY! ledge ala 0 of 

the existence of things can reach. It (4) That is to s~, 

the reality of all phenomena is imm~diately proved by 

the very faot that we experienc e them. Our ~ priori 

concepts, rules and principles, which render experience 

possible as orderly and interdependent, wou l d them-

selves be invalid if they were void of their contents 

which perception sives as thr reality displayed by each 

phenomenon - a real experience. The reality of phenomena, 

therefore, consists just in this experienced evidence 

through the sense - impression that they exist, and per

ception is the only attestation of rea.lity, nay, is reality 
(If A 220,i i79.
(&) A 223,M 181. 
(3 ) A 226,M 183. 
(6 ) J. 226,M 184. 

- - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - -





itself, forming the substance of eaoh phenomenon. 1t (1) 

23. But it should be also observed that Kant brings 

forth another argument in the Fourth Paralogism to refute 

sceptical idealism, an argument whioh though not explicit

l~ stated, is quite plainly implied. The peculiar im

portance of this argument, like the additional subdivision 

of e-mpirical idealisYJ.i in the latter part of the Paralogism, 

is that it marks a transition to the refutation of idealism 

of the seoond edition. This argument is based upon the 

admission which idealism makes in regard to our internal 

experience as being real. Kant says that our external 

experience is no less real, since in both CaSes we have 

an immediate experience of obj ·F)cts as internal or external, 

which are real not as things in themselves but in per-

ception only, i.e. they are "phnnomenally real". "now We 

may well ad~it that so~thing which, taken transcendentally. 

is outside us, may be the caUSe of our external intuition, 

but this can np,V0r be the ob ject \7hich we mean by the re

presentations of matter and material things; for these 

are phenomena only, that is, certain kinds of representa

tions existing alvmys within us, and the reality of vhich 

depends on our immediate consciousness, quite as much as 

the consciousnesS of my own thoughts. The t~anscend~ntal - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -(1) A 345, 493, U 304, 402. 
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objeot is uhknown equally in regard to internal and 

external intuition." (1) 

24. This argument is no more than a restatp.ment 

and" a logical outcome of what Kant has taught in the 

Aesthetic, in connection ~th which we shall further 

elaborate it. We saw there " that space and time were the 

only two forms ~ priori of sensibility, the former of 

extended things, and the latter of our mental states. 

But J says Kant, "all representations, Ylhe ther" they have 

for their objects external things or not, bf\long by them

selves, as deter~inations of the mind, to our inner state, 

and as this inner state falls under th0 formal conditions 

of internal intuition, and therefore time, time is a con-

dition ~ priori of all phenomena whatsoevnr, and is so 

directly as a condition of internal phenomena (of our 

mind) and thereb;{ indirectly of external phenomenc. also. n 

(2) But, continup.s Kant, this does not exhaust the 

relation of space and time between themselves, for though 

all experience is pr~duced in the consciousness of our 

existence as a temporal experience, and though eVen the 

shape, size and all other qualities of objects the parts 

of which bear the relation of coexistence betv/een each 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
(1) A 373, M 302. 
(2) £ 34, M 27. 
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other, are given to us in a fundamental temporal i.e. 

suooessive order, yet the coexistence of the parts of 

external objects requires something more than time that 

they may exist as such. What is more,says Kant, even 

time as an intui tioD is successi ve. "because all its 

relations can be expressed by means of Axternal in

tuition." (1) As regards the Fourth Paralogism, hO\7ever, 

We sho~ld only notice that its proof mainly rests upon 

the identity of space end time ao intuitions, within 

which everything t~t is given is immediate ly given in 

perception in which it 1s real, while the lattor part 

of the argument, namely that eveIl ti!!le itself is depen-

dent upon space in a certain sense, we shall see ex

plicitly treated by Kant in the Refutation again: as an 

argument against sceptica l idealism diff ering in the 

mot l)(xl. of proof only. 

25. With this '7ehave · arri ved at the end of our 

short examination of the two places of ~eference which 

are found in t ]) ~ firs t edi tioD of the Cri tigue. Before 

entering upon the examination of the third place,namely, 

the Rpfuta. ti on of the second edi ti on, it is \-;e 11 to sum

marize briefly the results obtain~d thus far, in order 

~h~t_w~ ~~ ~o~~r~ ~h~m_\~t~ ~h~~~i~w~ ~f_t~e_R~f~t~t~o~. 

(1)4 34, M 27. 
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We have defined and distinguishAd the followin8 themeo: 

Transcendental realism, which holds that the objects of 

our knowledge are things by themselves, and transcendental 

idealism, TIhich holds that they are mere phenomena, ex

isting within consciousness only, in which they are empir

ically real. From both of these differs empirical idealism, 

Yfhi ch does not admi t tho existence of extended be ings. 

either as transcendentally or as empirically real. Empiric

al idealism is furthermore subdivided into sceptical, which 

only doubts the ~xistence of external objects, and dogmatic, 

".7hich denies them. We also saw that all three, namely. 

transcendental realism and sceptical and dognntic ideali2m, 

Kent refutes. Transcendpntul realism is refuted in the 

Apsthetic as being an utt0rly mistaken view of th" uorld as 

far as human cognitive faculties are concerned. Dogmatical 

and scep .Jcical ici.('al1s mare l"efuted by shoyr1.ng that the 

objects of our extornal spncc are reul in perception,by 

Ylhich they are imrnc~iate ly gi v~n. His whole argument is 

as follows: Space and time are the sensuous forms, under 

which, as conditions of our sonsibility, all objects qre 

given to us. ~lt space and time boing within the flind 

1 tself , it is ovid0nt that who. t t ; ~ ey contain cannot be 

outside that mind nhich contro. ns them, consequently, what 

we are thinking about when speaking of the objects of our 
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senses is not sOm!'.Alibing independent of our consciousness 

as things in themselves, (1) but is phenomenal only as 

representations of the external sense, in space, and the 

internal, in time. Space and time, however, being mere 

concepts, do not give us the objects contained in them, 

nor are they themselves these Objects. They are only 

representations in which other representations, those of 

what is real, are given, both kinds of r~presentations 

depending for their existence as bits of possible ex-

perience, upon that pecuilar faculty of tho soul, called 

sensibility. (2) It is sense-perception, therefore, 

which attests the reality of anything and not iDS fo~s, 

space and time, which are them.s elves rea:1 in sense-per

ception only. The functioning of the soul through senSe

perception, therefore, gives us real things in space and 

time, while it also makes space and time obj0ctively 

valid by referring them to rea 1 things. To this viou, 

however, says Xant, empirical idealism is opposed; for it 

tells us that as regards extp.rnal objects, we cannot be 

eVen certnin of their existence, since they are mediately 

knmfn through int~rnal intuition. This hOTIevpr is in-

correct, says Kant, When we consi der tha:t all vie know is 

t'nll my ropresentations" existing as real in the mind only, 

and not as things in themselves, and consequently, both ex-- - - - - - - - - -
ell A 27, 28, 45, M 22, 36. 
( 2) A 19, M 15. 

- - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - -
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ternal and internal intuition provps th8 existence of real 

things in space as it does in time, immediately. Uot only 

are space-representations independent of our internal 

stutes, but our internal states themselves depend upon 

external things for their OVID existence. This latter 

thought we saw promulgated in the Aesthetic, and shall 

now investigate in a place Where it is best developed, 

namely the refutntion of idealism of the second edition. 

26. The thtrdplace of refprence where Kant specific

ally deals with idealism and the relation of his philosophy 

to it, is the important addition of the second edition, 

entitled "R~futation of Idealism". This ple-ce is most 

often adduced to shovr Kant's realistic faith, and eVen 

according to some, the utter incompatibility of the two 

editions. In the classification and definition of 

philosophic thoories, however~ there is no divergence in 

any respect from those previously given; eVen as to the 

peculiarities found in the former two places, esp~cially 

in the ¥ou_rth Parnloj;ism. we find Kant unwilling to clas

sify his own idealism with the other idealistic doctrines 

as one of the typos of idealism, just as they are; in 

fact, here he makes no mention of his o\-rn idealism at all. 

He says: "Idealism (I mean ma.terial idealism) is the theory 

which declares the existence of objects in space, without 
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us, as either doubtful only and not demonstrable, or false 

and impossible. !he former is the problematical idealism 

of Descartes, who decl~res one empirical assertiOn only 

to be undoubted, namely, that of I ~ the latter is the 

dogmatical idealism of Berkley, who declares space and all 

things to which it belongs as an inseparable condition, as 

something impossible in itself, and, therefore, th~ things 

in space as mere imaginations". But in all this wernsy 

plainly diScover that the term material stands fo emp.iri~ 

cal, and that the problematical idealism of Dpscnrtes is 

the sceptioal idealism; and the dogmatical. idealism of 

Berkeley is the merely dogmatioal idealism of the former 

plaoes. 
\ . 

Xant's doctrine of the phenomenality of our : 

world is pl,inly worked through in the Refutation,while 

as for the doctripe of the unknownability of things in 

themselves, we may ea.sily explain its absence, nart from 

the context of the Proof of thA Refutation, but because 

next after the EXplanation of the Postulates to TIhich the 

Refutation ·is added, follows thA chapter containing their 

sppciel trAatment, namely, the chapter on phenomena and 

noumana. That this is the true explanation will be proved 

in the sequel. 

27. But the identity of the classification and ' 

definition of doctrines between the first and seoond edi

tions is expressly affirmed by Kant himself, who, in a 
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not~ to the preface of the second edition very plainly 

says: "the only thing which might be called an addition; 
, 

though in the method of proof only, is the new refutation 

of psychological idea 1ism. It (1) Let us no tice here tm.t 

the problematical idealism of Descartes is here called also 

psychological idealism, while in the FourthParalogian it 

was called Bceptical ,idealism. Beal"ing in mind th at it 

is with the soul that the Paralogisms deel, and that 

Descartes is the :..'e much ref"'rred to, the explanation of this 

is not hard to find. The Refutation itself expressly states 

that it d0als with Descartes' ideal~sm, and not with Berkeley's, 

the foundations of which wel~e removed in the Aesthetic. And 

no doubt Kant's statements as regards the Refutation are 

correot, because it is apparent that eVen the argument of 

the R~futation seems to have been developed out of the cri

ticism of the First ParaloE..ism. while Note II, is a para

phrase of the ~~.op.d ~aralogism, and Uote I of the Fourth. 

And here in the Refutation, as elsewhere, Kant still retains 

hie dislikn of DogmatisQ, even though it be Berkeleyan idea

lism, and ret~ins his good ~;li 11 and pEt tience wi th the "Scep

tical" idealism of Descartes, though it seems str.ange to 

us to think of Berkeley's idealism as "dogamtic" and the 

optioistio phi los opby of Descartes as "sceptical", sti 11 

more as mere idealistic. (2) - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -
el) B XXXIX, M 705. 
(2) A 377. 428. M 306. 342. 





28. We se~, therefor~, that the Fourth Paralogism, 

omitted from the second edition, and the Refutation added 

to it. are identical in their olassification and definition 

of theory, and that they both deal with problematical idea

lism. There is, however, Kant says, a distinct~on between 

the two places as regards _ the particular points to be proved. 

~bis no doubt is so. In the Fourth Paralogism Kant reduces 

the problem to the statement "that external perception proves 

immediately something rea.l in spa.ce", while in the Refutation 

he aims "to demonstrate that we may have not only an imagi

nation, but also an experience of external things, and this 

it seems can hardly be affeoted in any other way except by 

proving that eVen our internal experience, which Descartes 

considers as doubtful, is possible only under the supposi

tion of external experience". And to this effAct he estab

lishes the following theorem to be demonstrated: "The simple, 

but empirically determined consciousness of my own existence, 

proves the existence of objects in space outside myself." 

That such an argument, however, was possible with Kant upon 

ground oontained in the first edition, we made plain by quo

tations from tho Aesthetic as 0. notion conte.ined Aven in the 

Fourth Paralogism. Whpther the results of the two methods 

are congruous, we shall" now See. 

29. Feari~ that the proof of the above theorem 

may be much curtailed by a paraphrase, I give it here in the 





author's words:-

"Proof. 

I am conscious of my own existence as detpTmined 

in time, and all determination in time presupposes something 

permanent in the perception. That permanent, however, can

not be an lntui tion wi thin me, bec~~use all the CE' .. uses which 

determine my existence, so far as they can be found Within 

me, are representntions, and as such require themselves some

thing permanent, different from them in reference to which 

their change, and therefore my existence in time in which 

they change, may be determined. The perception of this per

manent, therefore is possible only through a thing outside 

me, and not through thr. mer~ representation of a thing out

side me, and the det~r!:1ination of elY existence in time is:; 

consequently, possible only by the exist~nce of real things, 

which I perceive outside me. NOw, as the consciousness in 

time is necessarily connected with the consciousness of the 

poss 'ibility of that determination of time, it is also neCes

sarily connected with the existence of things outside me, 

aa the condition of the determination of time. In other 

words, the consciousnesS of my own existence is, at the same 

time, an lmmedia:be consciousne : s of the existence of other 

things." And, Kant a.dds, "it will have been perceived that 

in the foregoing proof the trick played by idealism has been 
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turned against it, and with grenter justice. n The trick 

here referred to is the reasoning of sceptics that we can 

not have an immediate experience of external objects,since 

We only know them through our internal states. Kant, has 

therefore, turned the trick against idealism, by proving 

that we have an immediate experience of external objects, 

through which alone our internal states are made possible. 

That Kant has turned the trick against problematical idea

lism, there is no doubt. The trick appea.rs to have been 

turned eVen against transcendp.ntal idealism, if in phi19-

sophy words mean what they say in plain talk, unless there 

be a mist~ke somwhere. Let us look into this proof. 

30. First of all We must notice that this proof is a 

highly complex syllogism. We need not h~re however enter 

upon its analysis.- Suffice it to mention that the whole 

argu~nt is based upon tvlO preoises, namely, 1st, that 

"all determination of time presuposes something permanent", 

and 2nd, that this permanent is not "a mere ~epresentation 

of a thing outside me." To investigate the agreement or 

disagreement of the first and second editions, ther~fore, 

and to ascertain the true meaning of Kant's conclusion in 

the Refutation, no doubt we must begin with the specific 

examination of these two premises, n.amely, Kant's viAW in 

regard to Time and thp Pert;lrulent .• ' To do this, we shall 

here set forth his teaching concerning them as found in the 
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Proof of th~ Refutation, and then we shall comparn it ~~th 

his view of them as found in the body of the book. Concern

ing time Kant says in the Proof that,f~rst, man is conscious 

of his existence as a temporal existence, and second, that 

such a temporal existence as the human, pre8up,poses something 

permanent by means of ""bich the various events of his life 

may be mutually related. Of th~ permanence, subsisting in 

this time - duration of one's own consciousness, Kant says, 

first, that it cnnnpt be a mere representation in the mind 

of mnn when he thinks, like any other representations con-

ditioned by time and space as its forms, for then such a 

permanence would, like any representation, itself require 

so~thing permanent in regard to which its change, as seen 

to change in sense-perccl)tion, may be determined in time, 

which time itsolf determinps thp existence of the man who 

perceives the change. And second, as a consequ~nce of the 

first point, it follows that the perception of the per

manent is possible only through the existence of real 

things "outSide" the man, and not through the existence of 

~he :t1epresentutions of real things outside him. Wha.t, 

therefore, ia the teaching of the Crit~e in regard to 

time and the permanent and how does it relate to the above 

View of them? 

31. The central clue to Kant's notion of the per

nnnent 1s undoubtedly found in a right understanding of 





time as 8 faotor in his philosophy. This is evident not 

only from what is said concerning it in the Refutatio'n, 

but also, we shall presently sp-e, and have already Seen 

in part, from the ve ry important role indeed which time 

plays in Kant's system, serving as a deus ex machina, 

helping Kant to bridge ~ver the wide. and for the critical 

philosophy, impassable chasm between the (by origin,) 

extra-temporal subjective forms ~ priori, and the empiri

oal appearances, which eVen by themselves ' arc no less 

dependent upon some non-empirical manifold of experience, 

being "given" manifestly from a non-spatia.l "outside". 

The study of the ooncept of time,therefore, presents a 

ve~ important, fnuitful, and far reaching horizon for 

human thought in genera;, and particularly for that whioh 

1s our oonCern here, namely, the Xantian system. And this 

importanoe of time to the critical philosophy, rests no 

doubt upon the third conclusion found in the Aesthetic in 

regard to It, nlDely, tha t time Is "the formal condi tion 

!. priori of all ph~nomena whatsoever," a notion which 

underlies the Sohematism and the Deduction, and makes the 

latter possible. It should be rp,membered, hOYleVer, that in 

the investigation of these places to discover Kant's teaoh

ing in regard to time our speCial pUDpose still continues 

to -be the inquiry into the relation of time to the permanent, 
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and not time by itself, much less the doctrinn of Schematism 

or that of the Categories with whatever they imply. 

32. Before We enter upon the investigation of the 

chapter of Schematism, where logically next to the Aesthetic 

Kant develops his doctrinp by the aid of time, it is neCeS

sary for its better understanding to take into account some 

of the psychology of Xant, for time and Kant's psychology 

are very closely related. This latt~r faet can easily be 

perceived by a study of the D~duction, where psychology is 

extensively applied ., to philosophic ends. To this, however, 

we shall frequently refer later on; at present, as far as 

the doctrine of Schematiam is concerned, we need only to 

understand the important distinction of human cognitive 

faculties into, first, the sensibility, for which Space 

and time are pure sensuous forms ~ priori, and in whfuh all 

objects are given to us; and second, the und~rstanding, to 

which belong those pure concepts with the nid of uhich we 

think of the objects of our Sensuous intuitions as inter

rehted in one experienoe, and without which, tbel"~fore, 

experience is impossible. Otherwise expressed, the sensi

bility is that function of the mind which deals with direct 

peroeptual expprience, while the understandang is the func

tion of the mind which conceptualises these perceptions. 





Of the speoific denotations of the empirical and ~ priori 

elements of experience we shall later on extensively treat. 

Here it should be merely notio~d that the pure forms of the 

understanding~ or the categories, are, accorming'to Kant, 

of a nonsensuous origin altogether, while the objects which 

serve as the particular field of their application, are 

Sensuous in &rigin. They are, therefore of an entirely 

heterogeneous character among themselves, and, asks Kant, 

"How then can the latter be comprehendpd under the former. 

or how can the categorieo be applied to phenomena, as no 

ono is likely to say that oausality, for ' instance, could 

be seen through th~ senses, and was contained in the pheno

mena?" And the answer is easy. "In our caSe there must be 

some third thing homogeneous on the one side with the cate

gory, and on the other with the phenomenon, to render the 

applioation of the former to the latter posslble ••• for this 

is the only meaning of the expression that an object Is com

prehended undnr a ooncept." And this third thing, homoge

neous with both objeot and category, Is, according to Kant, 

time. "Wp shall call this formal and pure condition of sensi

bility, to whIch tho concept of the understanding Is restricted 

in its applioatIon, its schp,ma; and the function of the unde.

standing under ~hose schemata, the schematism of pure under

standIng. II This thereforp. is Kant's doctrine of· Schem tism, 
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which we shall now briefly investiga~e, - a doctrine which, 

in spite of its great i~portance, has ' received but scant 

attention at the hands of Kant; it ocoupies only eight of 

thp. many pages of the Critique, and We find no emphasis 

laid upon it anywhere; but most significant of nll is the 

fect tb~t Kant dismiSSes much of the explanations necossa

rily need~d for its full treatment, as a "dry and tedious 

determination", which however, is to be explained rather 

by the fact that Knnt himself recognizes the Schematism to 

be "an .art hidden in the depth of the human soul' l the true 

secrets of TIhich we shall hardly eVer be able to guess 

and reveal. n (1) 

33. If we look deeper into the antique Innguage of 

Kant in the menning he attaches to the word schema, we 

shall find that thn schema is not what we now call a COID-

posite image. Kant distinguishes between an image nnd a 

schema by bringing forth an example of five dots, which 

through sense-impression are an ima6e to us, and of number 

in general, which cannot bo sehsed. The concrete diffor~nce 

which he makes between them consists in this, that the ima~ 

cannot be univeraally applied, say the image of a spottod 

dog, uhile thn schema can be so applied, as the term dog in 

general. The schema, according to Kant, is nrath~r the repre

sentation of a method of representing in one image" anything - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
(1) A 14l, 278; M 116, 226. 





"aaootding to a ooncept, than the image itself." It is l1a 

rule acoording to which my imagination oan always draw a 

general outline" say "of a fomr-footed animal, ,\11 thout 

being restricted to any particular figure supplied by ex

pafience, or to any possible image which I may drnTI in the 

concrete. n lIoYl all tbis is qUi te analog-uous to our noti on 

of a composite imo.g~, but when we think that th0 schema 

is time in g~n~ral as filled, as empty, as related, -

when we think of how it bears a rela~ion to obtjects, it at 

onc~ becomes clpar that whi le a c,omposi te image is a thing 

derived from a. repeated experience of id~nticnl obj 0 cts, 

Kant's schp.mo.ta are rules !! gi ori_L i. e. concopts underi ved , 

from experience, according to which the objects themselves 

are being produced. The former presupposes sense-impressiol1s; 

the latter are presupposed by them. How, thereftlre ~ can 

time ', as beine at the bott am of the!' schema"tiism, point to 

something permanent in the p~rception upon\~' ich our tempol~l 

experience, i.e. the experience of concrete images, depends." 

34. To answer this, we should understand that bJ sides 

the notion of time, as und~rlying all perceptual exp0rienae, 

Kant also jOins another notion with it, namely, that the 

comprehp,nsion of all objocts, and in fact, the production of 

all experience and knm11edge is a continuous flow of in-

definite sensuous parts, inevitably measured by lesser or 

greater quantities of time, such as mny be necessary for 
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their production as perception to us. noVi this In. ttc r 

notion underlies all Kant's thinl:il1E; and is "Dost clenr1y 

expressed in thrpo importunt places of the Critique. First 

in tho Deduction, \vhich according to Kant has explained 

nthat the only way in which objects cen be given to us, con

sists in u modification of our sensibility", (1) uhich modi

fication is stated in the first preliminary note as un obser

vsb1e fact of-introspection that "our representations •••• as 

modifications of the mind, they IJlU.st alwa.ys belong to the 

intornal sense, and all our knOwledge must therefore finally 

be subj!tct to the formal con:lition of that internal sehse, 

namely, time, in which they are ell arranged, joined, and 

"bro'\1ght into certain rolations to each other." And lithe 

formal condition of that intprncl sense" is doclnred to 

consIst in this that "every rcprcsentu""vion contains some-

thing "manifold, whicb could not be represented as such, 

unless the mind distinguished the time in the suocession of 

one impression aftp.r another; for as contained in one 

mom~nt, each r~presentntion can neVer be unything but ab-

601ut~ unity ••• it is necessary first, to run through the 

manifold and th('fl to hold it tog~th(-'r. It is tl1is ect 

which I cull thp. synthesis of a:pprehension." (2) This same 

notion is exprossed in th~ second place~" in the A:~ioms of 
- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -

(1) ,A. 189, M 114. 
(2) A 99, M 82. 





Intuition, wher~ the very definition of quantity contains 

it ae the ground upon which the definition obtains its va

lid1 ty; Kant says "I call ~xtensi ve quantity that, in \vhich 

the rep~esentat1on of thp. whole is rendered possible by the 

representation of its parts, and therefore necessarily pre

ceding it". .And the third place .where this same notion is 

e~ressed. is the Anticipation of Perception, where the 

ohange of the internal constitution of things as regards 

their "intensity", is declared to be observable again as a 

"continuous connection" in time, as perceiv(!!d by their purts 

follouing one upon anOther. MAll phenomena are. therefore, 

arA continuous ~uantltiesJ whether according to their intui

tion as extensive t or according to mere perception (sensation 

and therefore rea.lity) as intensive quantities. It He then 

goes on to state that eVen \Then aGg~'egates are percei ved, as 

thirteen silver coins, for e:mcple, "they, too, being based 

on the numbering of them, are as unity, a quantum, and as 

such, a continuumt., since "every numbpr must be founded on 

aome unity.n (1) And no'",. since. first, the schema is "no

thing but the pure synthesis determineQ by a r~le of unity. 

according to conoepts, a synthesis as expressed by the cate

gory, and represents a trD.nscend~ntal product of the imagina

tion, a product which conc~rns the determination of the 

int~rnal senSA in general, under the condition of its form 

(time), with refnrence to all representetions, so far as 

they are meant to be joined , priori in one concept, acoording 
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to the unity of apperoeption" - a thing to be dealt With 

in detail later on; and, since seoond, "Time is only the 

form of intuition, that Is of objeots as phenomena", which 

was the task of the A~sth~yjc to prove, it follows that 

"that which in the phenomp.non corr~spond8 to sensat.ion, con

stitutes the transcendr-ntal mattp-r of all objects, as things 

in themselves (reality, sach heit)". And no doubt this was 

just what the proof of the Refutation is based upon, when it 

says "I am conscious of my own existence as determined in 

time, ~nd nll my deteroination in time pTesupposes something 

permanent in the perception." But what may this permanent, 

whioh is presupposed by time, be, when we have seen that 

acoording to Kant's o,~ elements of transcendentalism, of 

t L1 ings in theoselves we can know nothing, and that the rea.lity 

of the objeots of our Senses is a reality in perception only, 

1.e. in space and time aa the conditions under which objects 

may be given to us? 

35. The answer to thls question nay be traced in the 

chapter on Schematis~, in embryo, so to say. Knnt says: 

"The schemD. of substance is the permanence of thp. r~tl.l in 

time, that Is, the representation of it as a substratum for 

the empirical dptermination of time in general, which there-

fore reme .. ins whi le everything else changes. (It is not time 

that passes, but the existence of thp. chengeabln passes in 
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time. What corresponds therefore in the phenomena to time, 

which in itself is unchangeable and permanent, is the un

changeable in existence, that is, sUbstance; and it is only 

in it that the succession and the coexistence of phenomena · 

can be deterf.1ined according to time. n (1) The proof of the 

Refutatio~ is clearly outlined here: time presupposes some

thing permanent in rp,f~rpnce to which the change of things 

may be determined in time., and this permanent is substance. 

What may that substance be howev~r? Is the nature of the 

mind to SerVe as that p~rmunet, or is it somp-thing diffprent 

from it, existing indppendently, "outside of us"? It is 

evident from the s ch0ma tisrp, as it YI8S evident from Ken t' s 

notion of the real in perception, that the permanent, like 

the real, cannot be discovered by our conc0pts !! priori. 

He says "And in truth we must allow to these pure concepts 

of the unders»anding, apart from all Sensuous conditions, 

a certain significance, though a logical one only, with 

regard to the mere unity of representations produced by 

them, although thes~ representations have no object and 

ther~fore no meaning that could give us a concept of an 

ob jec t. Thus substance; if \1e leave out the Sensuous condi-

tion of p~rmanence, would mean nothing but a something that 

may be conceived as a subject, without being the predicate . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
(1) A 144, M 117. 
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of anything ~ lse. rt (1) But permanence b~ing a sensuous con-

dition" of substance, is it likn reality "in the pure con-

cept of the understanding, that which corresponds to a sen

sation in general," (2) or is it the permanent reality itself 

as all indications seem to s how? But then also, the question 

is, what are the predicates of that reality or permanence 

which is evidently given in time, - predicates in sensibility 

of which K~t says that it "realizes th e und~ rstainde by at 

the same time limi ting it: n (3) and Ylhi ch vii thout it would 

be nothing but mere ly concepts of something without "being 

the predice tp, of anything else?" 

36. The answer to the question as to what the per

manent may be is variously given by Kant in diff~r~nt pleces 

of the Cri tigue of \vhi ch we shall herp examine the moo t im-

portant., namely, first, the permanent as self-c onscious ness, 

especially developpd in the deduction of the f irst critique; 

dec ond, the permanent as il1defi ni te substa nce, of whic h we 

just now had a n inkling , end wh ich is fur ther de ve loped in 

the three ana logies; and, third, the contrast Yl11 ich Kant 

makes between tho sta bility of space - pe rce ption and flux of 

time . NOW, are a ll these various independ~t permanents 

wi th Xant, or are they explainable by some singl e princip l e ? 

37. There are many plac r s in the Critique where it is 

morA than evidAnt that Kant intends to derive the possibility 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
(1) A 147, II 120 . 
(2) A 1.43, M 117. 
(3) A 147, M 120. 
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of experience through the "permanent unity of self-consciousness 

(1) He says: "It is clear also that, as we can also deal with 

the manifold in our representations, and as the corresponding 

to them (the object), since it is to be something different 

from all our representntions, is really nothing to us, it is 

clear, I say, that thp. unity n~cessitated by the object, can 

not be anything but the formal unity of our consciousness in 

the synthesis of the manifold in our representations. II (2) 

To get a proper view of the contents of this quite inclusive 

statement, we should notice that it is the oonclusion of a 

s0ries of reasonings which may be stated as follows: All 

our knowledge consists of r~presentations, in which we cnn 

deal with what is manifold in them; the object which TIe think 

of as standing behind the representations and as diff~rent 

from them, is nothing to us, because it can not be comprehenu

ed under the sensuous conditions of our intuition so as to be 

known by us; therefore the unity obtaining in almost all the 

representctions of our knowledge, is due to the peculiar 

power of self-consciousness to collect and cpnnect all these 

representations in one inclusive representation. Looking 

now upon this analysis of th~ quotation, we are no doubt 

struck by the close likeness between the "something d1 ffer~nt 

from all our representations" which "is really nothing to 

us", and the statement concerning substance (and 0.11 the 

~a~e~o:i~sl Eh~t_t~e~ ~e~o~e_e~p~y_s~b~e~t~ ~i!h~u~ ~n~ ~r~-_ 
(1) A 111,114,116,122,123,129,211,216,383; 

M 92, 94, 95, 1JO, ,101, 106,171, 176, 310. 
( 2) ~ 105, M 87. 
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dioates exoept the predicat~ that they are, w~n all sensuous 

conditions are taken from them. This is a notion quite similar 

to the notion of the permanent in the Refuta~io~. But the per

manent there 1s deolared to b~ "outside" us, while we here find 

Rant establishing 8 permanent unity through self-consciousness, 

which is a notion decidedly contrnry to the indioations of the 

Refutation. ~o settle this contradiction We shall now loo~ 

into Kant's teaohing concerning the manifold, the object (in 

parenthesis) and of self-consciousness, or better, merely 

consciousness. 

38. Undoubtedly our great conc~rn here in regard 

to the Manifold. Its importnnce will become clear as we now 

proOeed to investigate its meaning and function. On the first 

hand, we could state that with Kant it is a vain task to try 

to find any specific treatmAnt of the manifold, as of many 

of his important notions. By all indications the manifold 

seems to be a term used to designate a certain elnm~nt of 

knowledge which appears to be psychologically necessary to 

explain the possibility of knowledge itself. That this is 

so the first pages of the Transcendental Aesthetic (1) show. 

Kant says there "whatever the process and the means may be by 

which knowledge reaches its objects", it is perception that 

reaohes them direotly and that only "throueh a certain affection 

~f_m!n4.~ _ ~h!s_i~ ~a!l~d_s~n~a~i2n~ ~n~ ~h~ !a~u1t~ Qf ____ _ 

~l) A 19, 20; M 16, 16. 
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reoeiving objeots through affection is the sensibility, which 

produces phenomena only. Now each phenomenon, according to 

Knnt, possess~B, first, matter, which corresponds to sensation, 

and, seoond, form "which c~uses thf'! manifold muttp,r to be per

cei ved as arranged." As we said, Kant's distinction of all 

knowledge into ~ ~steriori and d priori will be ftlily treated 

later on in connection With his idealism; at present \"Ie ner.d 

to notice from the above that the manifold is on the side of 

the sensibili ty, and therefore should be clessed r/i th the 

real and a nparently with the pp,rmanent, as "inimaginable 

!! :priori". Keeping this distinction in view, namely that 

the manifold is that which correspond.s to sensation, as the 

renl does, it sh juld also b~ noticed that it is not any of 

thp. sensuous forms, i.e. space and time, \""lhich are also real 

in se.nse-percep(:;iol1 uut are on the subject-side, and not on 

the object-side, though evnry object ~iven in intuition is 

necessarily contained Y/i thin thEm. 

39. This ViCYI of the manifold is further elucidated 

from passages found in the Deduction. TIc says when conside~-

ing the distinctibn between general and transc~Ddn n tnl logic, 

till], t th" Int-lce r has just this quo Ii ty not pos scs sed by the 

former, namely, that it "has b('for0. it the mainfold cont('lnts 

of eensibility £ priori, supplied by transc('lnc1r.l1t~l Aesthetic 

us the material for the conccp ~ s of the 11ur(l undcrstanclint;, 
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without which those concepts would be without any contents, 

Dherefore entirely empty." (1) He then tells us that these 

"maniio ld contents of sAnsi bi Ii ty !! priori" are m i ther 

space nor time, since "they belong also to the c andi tions of 

the receptivity of our mind under which alone it can reaeive 

representations of objectsft though he first states that they 

"conta.in what is manifold in the pure intuition a. priori". 

This notion of the manifold however, receives its full 

significance only when it is jOined uith the for~rly men

tioned tenching of Kant, that the sensation as well as the 

apprehension of things is a sort of a flow in time, where 

the mind goes OVer piece by piece what is given to it in 

sensibility and t hus cOllects and arranges the flouing 

Bensati ons into reproSen ta tiona. 1fTh~ spont,an.ei ty of our 

thought requires that what is manifold in the pure intui

tion, should first be in a certain way examined, received, 

and connected, in order to produce a knouledge O£ it. This 

act I call synthesis". (2) But it becomes apparent that 

thus far in our investigation of th0. manifold, we discove~ 

no other quality as belonging to it, except that it is evi

dentlya psychological necQssity to expla.in the possibilit'y 

of our experience and of our knowledge of objects, by first 

postulating a something as manifold, which is .then dealt 

wi th by the synthetic nci ti v~ _ot: the_ ~i1!d .... <2,.r _bJ. tj1e.. 12.e~-- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
(1) .A 77, M 64. 
( 2)1. 77, M: 64. 
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manent unity of self-consciousnesS. 

40. The seoond th1ng we were .to oonsider in connec

tion with the permanent unity of self-consciousness, was 

Kant's statement that such a permanent unity, except on 

aooount of the inability of the manifold to explain the 

possibility of the permanent and unitary knowledge which 

we possess without consciousness, is due also to the fact 

that permanence and unity of knowledge cannot be explained 

by the notion of an object which is "something different 

from all our representation tt , for it then is really nothing 

to us. The statement concerning this "object ll is much like 

what was said of the "permanent" of the Refutation, except 

that here Kant also adds that it is rea.lly nothing to us. 

Uow, is there ~ contradiction between the tVJO notions, or 

can this "object" elucidate "the permanent" of the Refutation? 

Kant says: "And here we must needs arrive at a clear under

standing of what we mean by an object of representations. 

We said before tha.t phcllom~na are nothing but sensuous re

presentations, which ther~fore by themselves must not be taken 

outside our faculty of representetioris. ,What then do we mean 

if VIp. speak of an object corresponding to, and therefore also 

different from our knoTrledge? It is easy to see that such 

an objeot Qnn only be conceived as something in general- X: 

because, besid~s our knoYlledee, \Ve have absolutely nothing 

'which we could put down as corresponding to that knOYlledge. (1) 
- - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

(1) .t 104, M 86. 
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And this is a necessary result of the elements of trans

cendentalism as given in the Aesthetic; we dea·l only wi.. th 

the manifold in phenomena, and what the object as a 

distinot reality behind these phenomena as the cause of them 

may be, 1s "really no thing to us" for we cannot know it ex

cept as, perhaps, a postulate, an hypothesis, by which the 

produotion of knowledge may be ~lained, but which evidently 

is devoid of any empirical reality for us. The unity of 

kno\",ledge, therefore, being an empirically observable fact, 

needs some empirical function to explain , it, and this is 

the fUnotion of the Egp, or self-consciou~ness, which Kant 

oalls its synthetic activity. 

41. It should be noticed, however, that the objeot 

behind the phenomena is not the same as the object of our · 

senSes, or phenomona in themsolves, and in this respect it 

undoubtedly is the thing which the permanent purports to 

be, namely, a thing which itself is not a representation. 

Phenomena or representDtions, are mental facts, produced in 

space and tim~ as their sensuous conditions, and of them 

Kant says that they are r~al in peroeption. They are not 

postulates or hypotbe.8,tlS'Jbut real perp.eptual data., as we 

shall later see in gl4ec~ er dc~n11. Here Kant spoal:s of an 

objeot of n non;;sensuous nature, which nevertheless refers 

to the sensibility 0~1y like manifold matter ~ priori, and 





which does not contradict "the permanent" of the Refutation. 

except that the latter appears to be also "real in percep

tion" like the objects of our sensuous conditions. The ob

ject in the first senSe therefore agrees with the "permanent" 

of the Refutation as being the thing behind appearances, 

while thA objects of our knowledge agree with the "real 

things, which I perceive outside me", of the Refutation. Are 

ther~fore these two notions in any way explainable, when 

apparently as they nOTI stand, they are incongruous between 

themselves in relation to Kant's philosophy? It is evident, 

however, that it is in respect to the non-sensuous rtsome -

thing" behind phenomena, which is ttnotbing" to · us, that Kant 

bases his argument for the permanent unity of self-conscious-

neBS. Let us, therefore, look into this notion for further 

elucidation. 

42. The cognitive uspect of our consciousness Kant 

holds to be a continuous procnss of unificotion, in which 

three distinct types are present, namely, apprehension, as 

sense-percep ~ ion in time; reproduction as association in 

imagination; and recognition of past and present experiences 

as belonging to one experience through apperception. Appre

hension (1) is the sunthesis of the manifold in space and 

time, a notion \~th which ~e are now familiar. It is a 

prOcess whkh presupposes the succesoion (2) of parts in 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -(ll A 97, 99, 167; M 81, 82, 137. 

(2 A 182, 189, 198, 201; M 143, 155, 161, 164. 
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time as different sensations coming into existence through 

the "affection" of our senses. But, says Kant, evidently, 

since the manifold which aff ects the senSeS is itself nothing 

more to us than a postulate to explain the possibility of 

the things which appear in the sensl:bili ty, and since of 

the objects We know nothing more than what we think of a.s 

our knowledge of them (notions which we have just investi

gated) "it Is Clear", says he, "that it cannot be sensation 

again the rough, which sensations are arrang~d and placed 

in certain forms." (1) This he says, can be done only 

through that active prinCiple, upon which sensation itself 

depends, namely, through consciousness and its synthetic 

activity, (2) whicp 1s always successive. (8) And this is 

the figurative synthesis of the second edition. To cognize 

objects, therefore, says Kant, two things are necessary, 

first, matter, corresponding to the sensation which is given 

in intuition only, and second, form, which is given ~ priori. 

Both when connected through synthesis produce knowleqge of ob-

j ects. 

43. But were objects left to themselves by mer01y 

being prodUced, they would exist in a disjointed, separate 

and absolutp.ly independent agglomeration, which no doubt, 

(1) A 20, M 16. 
(2) A 77 M 64. 
(3) A 19a, 201; M 161, 164. 
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cannot make a unitary process such as is recognized in bur 

experience of them. A second step is therofore necessary, 

namely, reproduction, which unifies them under one experi

ence according to a single principle, (1) by its empirical 

laws of sequence ~d concomitancy. But eVen "the series 

of representatlons" thus produced, says Kant, Vlould make 

no experience possible, were they left to themselves, for 

objects, and events are not sufficient by themselves to 

account for the unity existing between the experiences we 

have of them, except by postulating t hat there o.lso exists 

a third and last subjective process, i.e. a certain conscious 

effort to unite them together under one experience and one 

principle; this is the principl~ of the recognition of these 

various experiences as mine through the concepts of the pure 

apperception, or self-consciousness, - "that original npper-

cnption in which everything must be necessarily subject to 

the conditions of . the permanent unity of self-consciousness, 

that is, must submit to the general functions of that syn-

thesis according to concepts, by which alone our perception 

oan prove its permanent and necessary identity! priori." 

41. NOW, it is not our purpose here to inquire into 

Kant's notion of self-consciousness beyond what is necessary 

for our inquiry into his notion of the permanent. But this 

inquiry forceS us here to make hurriedly a bWDad distinction - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
(1) A 97, 100; M 81, 83, etC. 
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within the Ego, or self-consciousness, as conceived by Kant, 

in order that we may clearly understand the nature of its 

permanence. And to do this we shall endeavor to obtain Kant's 

answer to the following two questions in regard to the Ego, 

~ly, (a) is the Ego an empirical representation, a reality 

in perception, as all Obj~ctB are, or (b) is it a metaphysical 

reality such as "the permane.c.t"of the Refutation purport to be? 

45. Kant's view of self-consciousness (1) is no doubt 

due to his attempt to solve the incongruity between tempora-

11em and predeterr.linism which, We shall later See, are so 

closely allied wi t h transcendentalism. For according as 

ww think of the function of the mind either in the act of 

experience itself, or as an independent syntehtic activity 

without the aid of experience, he distinguishes two awpeots 

of it, the empirical and the transcendental. To the first 

corresponds empirioal, to the latt('lr transcendental conscious-

ness. ~1rical consciousness consists entirely of discrete 

perceptual experiences, fram sensations and feelings. This 

oonsciousness, or Ego, is passive, incoherent, the parts of 

which have no necessary relation to post and present, and much 

less of a neoessary predicition in the future; its whole 

funotion oonsists merely in aotualising the flowing stream 

of sens~tion into represente tions,by taking oare of the reality 

~h~t_aff~c~s_i~ ~r2m_w!t90~tl ~n~ ~h~n_i~ ~o~l~i~g_i~ ~h~o~gh _ 

(1) Deduotion of A. 
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the pure form of sensibility. namely, space and time, and this 

we saw the mind does by going OVer the manifold part bi part, 

item by item in temporal succession. This consciousness can 

be consoious of no more than its immediate existence through 

sense-peroeptlon only, and cannot be a thinking aonsciousness, 

nor 8 remembering and a oontrolling center; for it lacks the 

necessary and universal rules and laws of the transoendental 

Ego, whioh turns the unity of the material gi Yen and oontai ned 

by the empirical Ego, into an experienoe of constant relations. 

This latter is the Original Synthetic Unity of Appercept;iontt~ 

undoubtedly Rant's favorit~ child. 

The transoend~ntt1l ego haa two aspeots; first comes the 

aotive,.! priori, original,. etc. Ego, the fundamental intuition 

of whioh is the "I think"; and the other is that unknown entity, 

or whatever it may bem which is conceived as emisting by itself, 

oalled the highest or noumennl Ego, which has no pre410ates, 

but oonsists in the bare notion that It!~" In this divisiO~, 

the former aspeot oorralJj?onds to what we shall latter see to 

be the ~ priori factor in our experience, found by the postulnt- . 

ing of it as being necessary for the possibility of experience 

under neoessary and universal conditions, such as empirical 

consoiousness cannot supply; and the latter aspect oorresponds 

to what we shall later see, and have thus far designated by 

the notion of the thing in ~tself, as aotually existing apart 
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from our consciousness of it. We have seen that the question 

how the empirioal and the first aspect of the transcendental 

Ego can get into relation with each other, Kant answered by 

his doctrine of Sohematism, where time, as sensuous and also 

as !: priori, served as the connection between them, and where 

consequently only such items of knowledge can be valid as are 

r~ally connected by an empirical consciousness; the concepts 

~ priori had only an empirical uoe with us, and the obj~cts 

produced according to those concepts, to b0 real, should be 

empirically given. But how does Kant explain the connection 

between the t wo aspects of the transcendental Ego? We shall 

later Bee that Kant's e:A'"Planation amounts to a pesi ti ve 

ignorance on the part of human beings concerning it. Our 

present aim shall be to show that the transcendental Ego for 

human beings has a relation in its first aspect. not as a 

reality, but as a concept a priori, under which aspect permanence 

may be predicated of it only DS one of its Sensuous conditions. 

When we considered the fourth PQralogism, we saw that 

Kant teaches thp.re tha.t our intf'rnal states, as r:ell as our 

external perceptions, are all, as represe.n.tations, imr~ediately 

known and real on the evidence of their presence in our conscious

ness. This is what he called his doctrine of transcendental 

idealism, which we saw w~s likowise based up~n his Aesthetic, 

and developed in the Antinomy. FollOWing that conception we 
should admit that the permanent unity of self-consciousness is 
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not one of those things immediately present in consciousness, 

it is not therefore empirical consciousnp.ss; and if we prove 

that it is not a reality in tha sense , of a noumenon,then since 

it is not the first aspect of the transcendental Ego, evidently 

the only thing which remains for it to be is concept a priori, 

8 necessar,y postulate adapted to explain all concrete cases ~ 

experience, where a permanent is needed to explain the possi

bility of experience. The answer to these queries is best 

found by a brief investigation of the firs t thre'e Paralogisms, 

dealing with the substantiality, sir.1plicity a nd identity of 

the soul. 

In the First Paralogism the soul, according to Kant, 

may bo called a substance logicQlly only, for the category of 

substance, like all categories, possesses in itself "no 

objective meaning unless they rest on some intuition, and are 

applied to the manifold of such intuitions as functions of the 

synthetical unity. Vlithout this they are merely functions 

without cont~nts." And this is the same thought which We met 

at the end of the Schematism, and vlbich we have just Seen to 

be contained in the Deduction. It is true, Kant says, that 

all our thoughts are deter~inations of the 1 lookp.d upon by 

us as the subject of thinkil1g,but this is no evidence for 

its being absolute substance, because it is mer01y a relation 

between our thoughts and the I which the concept of substance 





designates; and we have not the slightest Sense impr ession 

by which the I may be distinguished from the objects of 

our senae-impressions. "Hence it follows that--- reason im

poaes upon us an apparent knm7ledge only by representing the 

constant logical subject of thought as the knowledge of the 

real wubjec;t in whic h that knowledge inheres. o.f that subject, 

howe·ver, we have not, and cannot have the slightest knowledge, 

because, consciousness is alone that which changes represen

tations into thought." That is, concepts are not sufficient 

signs of their ~' eali ty outside their Sensuous p~edicates and 

deteroinations. We may well think of substance as the per

manent in relation t ·o which the changeable comes and goes, but 

that makes it no near~r to prove, since ue have not experienced 

it." It therefo::-e signifies a substance in the idea only and 

not in reality." The pArmanent, taken as beine self-conso-ious·· 

ness, therefore, is not an absolutely real thing, and not a 

real thing in perception, but is here declared to be merely 

the logical subject of a certain function or necessi ty Y/hich 

exists when we attempt to explain the possibility of cA~eri

once, -a thought which is likewise attested by the two distinct 

arguments of the Second Paralogism, the consideration of ~hlch 

We ahell hero omit ns 0-: cOL'lparati vely li ttle impo::. .. tD.nce to us. 

It undoubtedly is the third Paralogism which throws 

nost light upon the kind of permanent the soul is. Kant says 
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tha.t just as r;e obse:J've in time the change of the determina.

tions of external objeots, in referenGle to the whole object 1 

as the subject of ohange, so do we, being ourselves objects 

of the internal sense, refer the change of our own sta.tes 

to, ourselves as the sub~ct of the changes. Bu.t as in the 

objec t , so also here, this is done only in so 'far as we are 

oonditioned by our sense-impressions of ourselves as changing 

in t ime. "And from this point of view the personali t J- of the 

soul, should not even be considered as inferr~d, but as an 

enti ltely identical proposi tion of self~consciousness in time--n~ 

the unity of time being in both external and internal objects 

the ground for the t1 dinis s i on of the pernianen t unity of "t he 

whole object, Zor "if I consider myself from tho point of view 

of another person (as an object of his ~:x:ternal intuition) __ ' i; 

"thougb he admits the! which at all times accompanies all 

representations in my consciousness, and TIith enti r e identity, 

he will not yet infer the objective permanence of myself," 

because the time of his sensibility in "ehich he observes me 

is not the srune time as that of my sensibiltty thrmugh which 

I thirur of myself as objectively permanent. "The identity of 

my consoiousness at different times is therefore a forronl 

condition only of my thoughts and their coherence, and proves 

in no way the numerical identi ty of my subject, in which in 

spite of the logical identity of the I such a change may haVe 
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passed as to make it impossible to retnin its identity." The 

proposition therefore that everything is ~ a flux cannot be 

refuted by the permanent unity of self-consciousness;~for we 

ourselves cannot judge from our own consciousness whether, as 

souls, We are permanent or not---" It remains, therefore, 

after these explanations of Kant, to accept the Only alterna

tive left, namely, tha.t the permanent, iiit is to be self

conso1uusneBs, is only a concept a priori, a postulnte used 

to explain the possibility of experience as a constant whole, 

and possessing a logical 3ignificance only. 

The second of Kant's permanents met in the Schematism, 

together with the pnrmanent Ego, or pure apperception, is 

substance. We quoted there Kant as saying "The Schema of 

Substance is the permanence of the renl in time, that is, the 

rApresGntation of it as a substratum for the empirical determina

tion of time in general, which therefore remains while eVery-

thing else changes--- n • We snu l11r9'Vlsle th~.t ti~e 1 tself was 

not tb~t pnrmanent, or substance, but that it presupposes it as 

the subjeot in relation to which the change . the floy; in time t 

may be de~ermined. This notion may best be understood by an 

exnmination of the three Analogies, espocially the first of them 

entitled the ~inciple of Permanenoe or, as amended in the second 

edition. Prinoiple of the Permanence of Substance. Xantls aim 

here is to show that in all phenomena, there is always a sub-
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stratQm, i.e., substance, in regard to which their change may 

be determined, and that what changes is tbnly the mode i.e.~ the 

deterclinations of substance in time, and not substance i tse 1f, 

the quantum of which i8 neither increased nor diminished in 

nature. There i2 no doubt a great similarity in the aim as 

rr~ll as proof of the Refutation, and the thesis and argument 

of the First Analogy. As Kant does in the Refutation prove, 

first, that time presupposes something perraanent, so does he 

here begin first with the same notion. He ~a: "Our apprehen

sion of the manifold of phenomena is ulways gua~essive, and 

therefore always changing, By it alone, therefore, we can 

neVer determine whether the manifold, as an objoct of expe~i

ence, is coexistent or success! ve, unless there is sorm thing 

in it which exists al~,-;ays, that is something cons tent and 

permanent, while change and succession are nothing but so many 

kinds (modi) of time in which the permanent exists ••• So that 

the permanent is the subtratum of the empirical representation 

of time itself, and in it alone all determination of ttme is 

possi ble." Ti:ne i tae If cannot b~ ther permanent J because "in 

it no parts can be coexistent but successive only", [1!ld because 

"if we were to ascribe a succession to time itself, it would 

be n~cessary to admit another time in which such succession 

should be possable." Tine is a concept a priori dp,void of any 

percnptual reality save for its use in perception itself as one 





of its tunct~ona. Neither "does existence in ' different 

parts of a series of time assume a qu~ntity which we call 

duration, for in mere succession existence always comes 

and goes W, but does not abide. All this is possiblA only 

through the "permanent in phenomena that forms the sub

stratum for all determination of time, and at the same 

time the condition of the possibility of all synthetical 

unity of perceptions, that is of experience ••• ". And this 

proposition, says Kant, is valid only in reference to 

possible experience, and could therefore be proved only by 

a deduction of th6 possibility of experience", and not 

dogmatically, by mere assertion, or by concepts analytically, 

for then it m .ll be a tautologica.l propos! tion, as it had 

been until Kant had discovAred the principle of the Possi

bility of I~erience, to which we shall later refer. It 

1s of importa,nce for us now to notice, that this proposi tion, 

according to Kant, "refers to a slUlthetical proposition 

~ priori",which IOOans that this principle of permanenCe, \vhich 

is basei upon the assumption of the existence of something 

permanent behind what fpr us really exist, i.e. phenom~na, 

applies only to real exist~nces of the latter kind, and not 

to things as th~; are independently of our consciousness. 

This principln dp.signates m~rely "the manner in which we 

represent the existence of things (as phenomenal)" and not 
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as related among themselves as things by themsAlves. Were 

it a principle applied to things of the latter kind, it 

would admit th~t things new in substance may arise and perish, 

which will annihilate the very identity of th~ subs~ra~ of 

nIl phenomena tb~t exist in the unity of time. "Substances 

thereforA (as phenomena) are the true substrate of all detnr-

minations of time" while perma.n~nce . "is a necessary condition 

under which alone phenomena, as things or objects, can be 

determined in a possible experience. What the empirical 

oriterion of this necessary permanence, or the substantiulity 

of phenomena, may be, We sha.ll have to explain in the sequel". 

(1) 

This explana"'uion is found in the latter part of the 

Second Analogy, which denls Yvith the Principle of Causality 

und which aims to estnblish that "It is of courSe in phenomena 

only that we can know eopiricelly this continuity in the 

coher~nce of times": the continuity inyolving, namely, that 

as timA is one and continuous in which " a. preceding nACes-

sarily determines a succr.eding time, it is also an indisp~ns

able law of empiricvl representation of the series of time 

that the phenomen~of past time determine every existence in 

succeeding times ••• The succession in time is therefore the 

~n!y_~p!r~o~l_c~i~e~i~n_of ~_eff~c~ !i~h_r£g~r~ ~o_t~e __ _ 

(1) A 199, K 163. 
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oause which preoedes it." (1) The reference of the Fir.rt 

Analogy, however t was to the em})irioal criterion of a sub

stanoe; this, Kant says, he cannot pass unconsidered here,(2) 

however this he does "not so much through the permanence of 

phenomena as through action." But of action as the empirioal 

oriterion of subst~ce he says: "Action itself implies rela-

tion of the subject of the causality to the effect. As all 

effects consist intha t which happens, thet is, in the ch81lge

able indicnting time in succession, the last subject of it 

is the permanent as the substratum of all that changes, that 

is substance." Subst~nce, however, cmnot change, for were 

it also possible to change, thm another time and another 

subject would be necessary, according to the principle of 

oauaality, with reference to which it may change. This 

substance, however" i6 not a thing in itself t but only pOints 

"in the end to emIJi rlcal necessity and permanence in existence, 

that is, the concept of a subst~ce as phenomenon." (3) 

The Third Analogy spea.ks of the permanent as substance 

in the same terms as the fi rst and second, of which it is 

only 8 logical outcome. Kant seys: "If wo suppose it possible 

that in e number of substances, as phenomena, each were per

fectly isolated, so that none influenced another or rece ive d 

infl~e~c~s_f~o~ ~~t~eE. _then the ~o~x!s~e~c~ ~f_t~~ ~o~l~ 

(1) A 203. M 1~6. 
(2) ~ 204, B 24. M 167. 763. 

(3) A 212, K 173. 
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never beoome an object of possible peroeption, nor could 

the existence of the ones through any pro09as of empirical 

synthesis lead us on to the exist~nce of another." ~here-

fore it beoomes neoessary from the pOint of view of co

existence also to admit that akl phenomena should stand in 

reciprocal determination one to anothe.r, according to the 

law of causality, which is itself made possible on DCCOunt 

of the necessary principle of the permanenoe of substance 

as the substratum of all phenomena. But while dealing with 

the soul we found that the notion of SUbstance. as also 

expressed in the Sohematiam, has a logioal necessity only, 

and therefore here, as in the former case, we have to admit 

that the permanent is oonceived not as a real thing, either 

as a phenomenon or a thing by itself, but 88 a neoessary 

postulate to expl~in the possibility of experience. 

Is ther8, however, any oontradiotion between per

manence thus conceived in the Deduction and the AnBlogies? 

The answer is easy. for it is found both in the preface and 

oonclusion .of the Analogios. In the oonclusion Kant says: 

"Our analogies therefore represent the unity of nature in 

the ooherence of all phenomena, under certain exponents, which 

express the relation of time (as comprehending all existence) 

to the unity of ~perception, which apperception can only 

take place in the synthesis according to rules." Which, - ~ - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - ~ ~ ~ - - - - - - - - - -- -
(1) A 216 M, 176. 
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when turning to the preface, means that, first, the analogies 

being regulative principles of the possibility of experience, 

can be no more tha n rules according to which a certain unity 

of experience may arise from perceptions, but not on account 

of how perception itself, as an eI~lpirical intuition, may erise. 

(1) And second, that these ' an8,logie s, like all synthetical 

prinoiples, "have their meaning and validity, not as principles 

of the transcendent, but only as principle s of the em}) irio t:l 

use of the unclerstanding." (2) It follows, therefore, that 

"those principles will therefore authorize us only to con-

neot phenomena, according to analogy, with the logical and 

universal unity of concepts, so that, though in using the 

principle we use the category. yet in prclctico (in the appli

aation to phenol~ena.) we put the schema. of too oategory, as a 

practical key, in its plf:.ce, or rather put it by the side of 

the c'ategory as u restrictive condition, or as what may be 

called t a formula of the c;·;.tegory. "'t~l. That is to say, the 

prinoiple of the permnnence of substance as well as the prin

oiple of the ~rmanent unity of self-oonsciousness is only 

a s,nthetical proposition a priori which resides in the mind, 

and has no more than logical significance; and they are there

fore not only not oontradictory, but are one and the same 
-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -





thing, namely, the principle of pennanence behind phenomena, 

itself ' not being arepresant ation (a sensuous product), which 

is found in the mind only. 

But we said Kant has another way of explaining the need 

of a permanent, which Beems to approach to the permanent 

of the Refutation,-namely, the flux of time and ,the st~bility 

of space-relations. In the consideration on the who l e of 

Pure Psychology, he says: "If we compare the seience of the 

soul, as the physiology of the internal sense, with the 

science of the body, as a physiology of the objects of ex

ternal sense, we find, besides many things which in both 

must be known empirically, this important difference, that 

in the latter meny things can be known ~ ;pri.o~i __ from the 

mere concept of an e%tended and impermeable being, while 

in the former nothing can be know.! pri<?ri Dnd syntheticru.. ly 

from the concept of a tlunking being. The cause is this:-

Though both are phenomena, yet the phenomeno of the externa l 

senses have something permanent, which suggests a substratum 

of varying determinatlons, and consequently a synthetical 

concept, namely, that of space, and n phenomenon in space; 

while time, the only form of our internal intuition, has 

nothing permanent, and makes us to know the ch8. nge of 

determinations only, but not the determin~ble object. For 
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For in what we call soul t there is a continuous flux and 

nothing permanent, except it may be (if people so have it) 

the " sJi:pple 1, -so simple because thi s represent ati on hee 

no content ••• this I is neither an intuition nor a concept 

of any objeot, butthe mere f om of consciousness, which 

oan acoompany bot h olasses of representations and impa.rt 

to them the character of knowledge, provided sons thing 

else be given in intuition which supplies matter for a 

represent ation of an objeot." (1) And to this effect, and 

no less olearly, are the p~ssngeB of the second edition, 

namely, the general note on the System of PrinCiples, (2) 

and the conclusion in regard to Time ". (3) It may be 

notioed, that in those places, as in the ones also here 

quoted, the permanent Ego as an object independent of our 

oonsoiousness, is declared to be void of contents, as we 

formerly saw Kent nlso thought in regard to the soul; that 

permanence, therefore, assumes significanoe only in con

neotion with our experience of external objects, i.e., of 

objects really given in perception, which is also a thought 

formerly outlined by us; and lastly, that it is on account 

of external objects that we can think of the concept of 

permanence, bec tA-use only space relations re present to us 

things as permanent, while in time .verything is in a flux. 
~ - - - - ~ - - - - - - - ~ ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
(1) A 381.M 308. 
(2) M 784. 
(3)A 33 M 26. 
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~he importm t question, therefore, as far as we now are 

conoerned, is in regard to the last point, namely, what 

constitutes the permanence of external things. Is it, or is 

~ it not the same as the permanence of the two previous sub

jects: - tho Ego, and the SUbstance of the Anagloies? 

Thi3 question Kant has clearly and fully answered in 

the second :Pa.ralogism (I) as well C1.S in the consideration 

on the whOle of pure psychology as affected by the pcralo

gisms,(2) mld we shall do no more than quote frorl the last 

mentioned placed nlmost the entire passnge, both as sig

nificant for our pu.rpose and as a mnsterpiece of philosophic 

discuBsion. Kant asks "What purpose can be served by pure 

psychology founded on pure principles of reason? Its chief 

purpose is meant to be to guard ou:" thinking self against 

the danger of materialism. Thi s purpose, hovlever, is answer

ed, as we have shown, by the concept which reason gives of 

our thinking self. For, so f a r from there being any fear 

lest if matter be taken away,ull thought, and even the 

existence of thinking beings mightv[,~VJ.ish, it has been on 

the contro.rr o learl~" ~ho\y(t thnt, if we take aVlD.~o· the think-

ing subject, the whole materi p-l world v~uld v G.nish, becf:use 

it is nothing but a phenomenon in th6 sonsibilit~,. of our 

Own subject, elld n cert~l.in cless 0-: its ropresentations." (3) 

(1) 8356-361 m 290-293 A 383-388. 
(2) M 310-314. 
( 3 ) A 382M 310. 
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Then follow the important place which explains both the 

nature of the permanence of space relations, and the 

noncontradictory character it has as regards the per

manence of the Ego and of substance. This long quotation 

is as follows: 

"What I maintain is, that all the difficulties 

which we imagine to exist in these questions and with 

which, as dogrm tical objections, people wish to give 

themselves an air of deeper insight into the nature of 

things thaa the common understanding can ever claim, rest 

on a mere illususion, which leads us to hypostasie what 

exists in thought only, and to accept it in the same 

quality in which it is thomght as a real object, outside 

the thinking subject, taking in fact extension. which 

is phenomenal only, for a quality of external things, 

existing without our sensibilit y also, and movement as 

their effect, taking place by itself also, and independent

ly of our senses, For matter, the association of which 

with the soul causes so much misgiving, is nothing but 

a mere form, or a certain mode of representing an lUlknOwn 

object by that intuition which we call the external sense. 

There may. therefore, well be so;nething outside us to 

which the phenomenon ~ich we call matter corresponds; 

thoug.h in its quality of phenomenon it cannot be outside 

us, but merely as a thought within us, although that 
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thought represents it through the external sense as 

exisiting outside us. Matter, therefore, does not 

signify a class of substances tota11y heterogeneous and 

different from the object of the interal sense (the soul) 

but only the different nature. of the phenomenal appear

ance of objects (in themselves unknown to us), the re

presentations of which we call external, as compared 

with those which we assign to the internal sense, although, 

like other thought, those external represent 2tions also 

belong to the thinking subject only. They p08sess,however, 

this illusion that, as they represent objects in space, 

they seem to separate themselves from the sould and to 

move outside it, although, even the space~ in which they 

are seen, is nothing but a representat.ion of which no 

homogeneous original can ever be found outside the soul. 

The question therefore is no longer as to the possibility 

of an association of the soul with other known and 

foreign substances outside us, but only as to the con

nection of the representations of the internal sense with 

the modifications of our external sensibility, and how 

these can be connected with each other according to 

constant laws, and acquire cohesion in experience. 

So long as we connect internal and external 

phenomena with each other as mere representations in our 

experience, there is nothing irrational, nor anything 
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to make the association of both senses to appear strange. 

As sOon however as we hypostatise the external phenomena, 

looking upon them no longer as representations, but as 

things existing by themselves and outSide us, with the 

same quality in which they exist inside us, and referring 

to our own thinking subject their acts which they, as 

phenomena, show in their mutual relation, the effective 

causes outside us assume a character which Will not 

har.monise with their effects within us, because ·that 

character refers to the external senses only, but the 

effects to the internal sense, both being entirely un

homogeneous, though united in the same subject. We tuen 

have no other external effects but changes of place, 

and no forcee but tendencies, which have for their effects 

relations in space only. Within us, in the contrary, thooe 

effects are mere thought, without any relations of space, 

movement, shape, or local determination between them; and 

we entirely lose the thread of the causes in the effects 

which ought to show themselves in the internal sense. 

We ought to consider therefore that bodies are not objeots 

by themselves Which are present to us, but a mere appear

ance of we do not know what unknown object, and that move-

ment likewise is not the effect of that unknown cause, 

but only the appearance of it s influenoe 'on our sense. 
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Both are: mot something outside us, but only representa

tions within us - and consequently it is not the move

ment of matter which produces representations within us, 

but that motian itself (and matter also which makes itself 

known though it) is repr68Bntation only. Our whole se1f

created difficulty turns on this, how and why the 

representations of our sensibility are so connected with 

each other that those which we call external intuitions 

can, according to empirical laws, be represented as objects 

outside UB; a question which is entirely free fDom the 

imagimed difficulty of explaining the origin of our repre. 

sentations from totally heterogemepus efficient causes, 

existing outside us, the confusion arising from our 

mistaking the phenomenal appearance of an unknown cause 
2 

for the eery cause outside us. The "notorious pl7oblem, 

therefore, as ~o a possible association between the 

thiilking and the extended, would, when all that is purely 

imaginative is deducted, come to this, how external 

intuition, namely that of spacem (or what fills space, 

namely form and movement), is possible in any thinking 

subject? To this question, however, no human being can 

return an answer, and instead 01 attempting to fill this 

gap in our knowledge, all we can do is to indicate it 

by ascribing external phenomena to a transcendental object 

as the cause of this class of representations, which 
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however .8 . B~all never know, nor be able to fO~l any 

concept of. In all practical questions we · trat phenomena 

as objects by themselves, wit~out troubling ourselves . 

about t)re fiJ!st cause o:e .. their possibility (as phenomena). 

But as soon as we go beyond, the concept of a trans-

cendental object becomes inevitable." 

. Plainly, then, Kant teaches that the permanence of 

space relations is a permanence found in the mind when 
1 

representing external things; -that these things depend 

upon their presence in consciousness in order tp be 

I I~ of Refuta- possible and perceived as real, only because that 
hans. 

consciousness possesses a certain synthetic activity 

which through the pure forms of the mind exerts a unifying 

and ordering power over the manifold matter which is 

given to it from elsewhere, but which has no other sign 

for existence than its presence in consciousnes8. Con

sequently the permanence of matter, as of mind and of 

substance, consists in the notion of something permanent 

behind all our representations be it of. internal or of 

external representations, which serves as the logical 

,correlate upon which the existence of these r,presenta

tions may be explained; it is merely a concept as any 

other concept ~ priori,from which certain rules may be 

derived which have no other except an empirical use, and 
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the notion of which is merely the thought of a logical 

subject devoid of any tangible and demonstrable pred~cates. 

Of this trio of permanents, no doubt, substance is the 

central one. standing as that concept which comprehends 

both mind and matter which are the other two permanents, 

and which though themselves logically distinguishable, 

are in no way actu~lly different, for both mind and 

matter are alike concepts of the mind, designating that 

which the mind within itself distinguishes as . two 

phenomenally different things. But can such conception 

of the permanent agree with what is said of it in the 

Refutation? 

If we recollect the argument of the Refutation, 

and our investigations concerning it,we shall no doubt 

here discuss the idea of a possinle contradiction as far 

as the proposition that time presupposes somet~ing per

manent goes. In both cases the teachings concenling 

time are identical; there may however be a possible contra

diction only betweell Xant's view in regarding to the 

nature of the permanent, which we have mow investigated, 

and the notion embodied in the Refutation. But even 

with the notion of the permanent, certain statements 

should be also dismissed as uncontradictory, namely, 

the statement of the Refutation that the permanent "is 
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not a mere representatlon l1
, but that ,it is something 

which is not an "intuition within me". This was true 

we saw of all the permanents thus far. The contradic

tion of the Refutation and the permanent of the first 

(as well as second1" ,eclti.~j._Q,n. has t 'odo, therefore, only 

with the nature of its non-intuitional oha~oter. In 

the former oase, the permanent bas been interpreted to 

be a real thing in itself, a aubstantially different 

thing from all our representations, whioh at the same 

time is not consciousness; ,at least this oan be the 

only advantageous interpretation for any real use. 

While the permanent in the latter oase is expressly 

stated to be a thing which is not a representation, 

and whioh serves BS the oorrelative of them, but only 

as a principle residing in the mind, possessing no 

other markB of substantialIty than its mental force 

to be assumed as an ~ ~rioriprinoiple for the ex-' 

planation of the possibility of exr erie:n.oe. As 

suoh Kant allows its reality, while as a transcendentally 

real thing it can be only ideal, i.e., subjeotive with 

us. Now, in view of all the evidenoe of the Critique 

against the former interpretation, are we to oonsider 

the latter view aj the view really intended by Kant to 

be expressed in the Refutation? 
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Against that interpretation we have some 

specifio passages where Kant himself expressly denies 

it. In the second note of the Refutation itself, Kant 

a_¥B concerning the view promulgated in it, that nthis 

view is fully confirmed by the empirical use of our 

faculty of knowledge, as applied to the determ1nati~n 

of time.Not only are we unable to perceive any 

determination of time, except through a change in ex

ternal relation (motion) with reference to what is per

mnent in apace (for instance, the movement of the sun 

with respect to terrestrial objects), but we really have 

nothing permanent to which we could refer the concept 

of a substance, as an intuition, excejlt Im3.tter only," 

et6. Bow, it is evident that xant speaks here of 

the permanent in terms of matter, as extended, im

permeable, etc., a substance, in intuition, which is as 

any empirical object apprehended through the sensibility 

and which, as formerly quoted, is no less mental for 

being external. 

A second place with the same import, and 

much more important, is the note to the preface of the 

seoond edItion, which specifically refers to the 

RI(a,tatlon. Kant sn;ys there:"1:t will proba.bly be urged 
I 

against this proof, that, a.fter all, I am immediately 
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oc;nscious of that only which is within me, th~t ., is, 

of my representation of external things; and that 

consequently I must still remain uncertain whether 

there be outside me anyt~lng corresponding to it or 

not, But by internal experience I am conscious of 

my existence in time (consequently also of determinabil

ity in time); and this is no more than to be conscious 

of my representation only, any yet identical with the 

empirical consciOttsness of my existence, which can be 

itself determined only by something conneoted with my 

existence, yet outside me~" And later on again: "In 

order to a:soertain to whatglven intuitions objects 

outside me really correspond (these intuitions 

belonging to the external sense and not to the faculty 

of imagination), we must in each single case apply 

the rules according to which experience in general 

(even internal) is distinguished from illlaginations, 

the proposition that there really is an external 

experience being always taken for granted. n But 

this also means that; Kant when speaking in the Refuta

tion of external objects, and things r~l in space, 

on~y means phenomena, objects gotten through "intuition" 

or perception, and not things which are not conditioned 
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by the rules of possible experience. 

A third place w.hich also bears against the 

realistic interpretation of the refutation is the 

general note on the System of the Frinciples, which 

in the Critique closely follows upon the Refutation 

as a~l addition to the second edition and which so 

closely resembles the second Paralogism that it 

appears to be a restatement of it. Kant there says: 

"It is still more remarkable, however, that, in 

order to understand the possibility of things accord

ing to the categories, and thus to establish the 

objective reality of the latter, we require not only 

intuitiOns, but always external intuitions. Thus, 

if I take, for instance, the pure concepts of 

relation we find that:-

"First, in order to give sometlIing permanent 

in intuition ••• we require an intuition in space (of 

matter* ••• " We need not, therefore, ~ltiply quotations 

to point out that the Permanent of the Refutation is not 

meant by Kant in any sense as different from his general 

notion of it, and that the "reai things" he speaks of 

there are not in any way different from his teaching 

concerning spatial ob~eotB. If we were to take the 

realistic interpretation, namely. that RAnt admits 

in the RetutatJ:..QlL the existence of absolutely real 

things in space, it would vitiate not only the entire 
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logical coherence of Kant "s philoepphy, but it would 

also give' rise to contradictions within the Refutation 

itself, As regards Kant's whole system, such interpretation 

according to Kant's own view of things would admit tbat 

first s'pace is either a property of things by themselves, or 

that it is itself such a thing-in-itself; which will, second, 

admit that Kant's doctrine concerning the unknowability of 

things in themselves would become invalid, for then what we 

see in space would be the representation of a thing-by

itself, as it is inherent in it as its quality; and this 

will, therefore. also annihilate, in the third ~lace, the 

need for the subjective forms and their adaptability in an 

ideal world, for then the mind would not be thens~~,hetic 

Bctiv.ity" which is to produce re~resentation with qualities 

Wllich it puts in. them, but will be merely a. receptive 

function which registers what it finds the~e; while within 

the refutation itself such an interpretation contradicts 

the very statement of the theorem, namely Kant's aim to 

prove that "the simple, but empirically determined 

consciousness of my own existence, pro~es the existence 

of objects in space outside myself, but in the empirical 

sense only. How can, therefore, the rise of such an 

interpretation be ellpa~ned? We answe that it is due to the 

use in the Refutation of the word "outside me", and to ':xa.nt' s 
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peculiar doctrine of things-in-themselves, - which on the 

one hand, are represented as necessary to be postulated 

as the logical subjects of our mental conc&pts when ex

plaining the possibility of experience, while, on the ' 

other hand, xant has nowhere expressly and emphatically 

denied their objective reality in an absolute sense. 

In the whole Refutation there is no ·word which equals 

the ,suggestiveness of the work"outside" me. It cont~ns, 

presumably, the realistic flash of Kantianism. In the 
1 

fourth Paralogism where we saw Kant refuting this same 

problematical idealism which he refutes in the Retutation, 

speaking of t~1s word, he says: "The expression'outside us' 

involves, however, an inevitable ambiguity, because it 

may signify either something which, as a thing in itself, 

exists apart from us, or what belongs to outward appear

anoe only. In order, therefore, to remove all uncertainty 

trom that obncept, taken in the latter meaning (which 

alone affects the psychological question as to the reality 

of our external objects from those that may be called so 

in a transcendental sense, by oalling the former simply 

things ocourring in space." There is no doubt then, in 

view of the many pass,ges of the first, and the more 

numerous ones of the second edition, that Kant himself 

fell ~~~o that "inevitable ambiguity", by allowing his 

ideas to become obfuscated through the equivocality of this 
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expression. It will be noticed, however, that xant does 

not speak of the permanent as "outside me", i.e. as an 

intuition as any other intuition, but that this expression 

is used , on1y in connection with the word 'obdects' - in 

.the plural, -- through which the permanent. a.s different frtm 

them, is yet to be known; that "all determination in time 

presupposes something permanent" wgich cannot be an intuition 

within me. but the perception of which is possible only 

thro~Ih ' thingB whibh really exist outsi~e us. Therefore 

the pe~ent of the Refutation must also be classed to

gether and in harmony With, the notion of the permanents 

previously enumerated. 

After we have thus ended the examination of the, three 

important places of the first and second editions of the 

Critiqu~, and have found them harmonious a.s regards the 

definition and classification of Idealism, as well as re

ga.rds the congruity of the views prop4>unded in them, ,we 

may now, before entering into the investigation of the 

third type of idealism, which is Kant's own, profit by the 

fOllowing observations. First, in the definition of 

Idealism, 'Kant limits him?elf to statements regarding the 

objectsof the external sense merely, and that only in as 
1 

far as idea~ism doubts or denies their real existencel 
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consequently in the refutatiO~l of it s tYIles, he only 

aims to show that our internal experi ence, which i cl ealism " 

hoTds as absolutely real, is either in no wise any more 

real than our external experience, since both are i~rodiately 

given as r oal in perception; or that our internal experience 

even proves the existence of our external, since the phenomena 

of our internal sense are impossible to conceive as externally 

correlated without the assumption that external things rea.lly 

exist. And a second ob~ervation to consider is that Kant 

always speaks of absolute reality as something Unknown; while 

of a tYJ)e <;> f obj ect s, such as are the manifold the " perma.nent, 

3nd the trnnscen(l ent :_1,1 subject and object, he sJ.)e aks as 

devoid of con ~ ent and a.s serving a logical reference only. 

These two observations, we shall presently see, are 0= direct 

i mportance to the investigation of Kant's philosophy in its 

relation to idealism. 

As regards the defition and refutation Kant gives 

of idealism, it is plain that he does no t really t ouch upon 

t he main issue; for what idealism mantains and aims to prove 

is not the objective unrea.lity of things perceived as spatial, 

but only that this objective reality is not independent of 

the mind, but is due to the I3. ct th.'],t t h ey are perceived by 

a mind, be "' it of God or man. And Kant has in no .... vay Tefuted 

this; the illdic ltions thU :3 far are that he m ~, intains this 

View. How little Kant understood i d. ealism and its implica

tio~s, is, furthermore, evident from his ~isunderstanding ' 
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of Berkeley, whose philosophy is not only not such as 

Kant says it is, but it gees quite parallel with his own 

teaching concenling the phenomenal reality of external 
1 

things,. expressed so explicitly in his famous Uto be perceived 

is not to be real n
• Therefore the very mistmderstanding 

on the part of Kant of the contentions of idealism, leaves 

open as a possible case that his Transcendental Idealism 

1 see the i s really Ideal ism correctly understood, though, as we shall 
IIId 
of see:, not finally formulated. There is no doubt that Kant 
Berkeley's I 
Dialogues was having the "famous Lockett, he loved to real even in his 
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old age, in JUnd, when thinking of then arising English 

psychological idealism, and whose aim, just like tbe aiijl 

of Berkelet amd Kant, was to raise a barrier against 

atheism and secpticism. How close Kant followed in t he 

steps of nocke, just like Berkeley, and Kant after them, 
2 

taught that the mind is cognizant of its own ideas only; 

knowl edge be ing, acco rd ing to him, "nothing but the p er

ception of the connection and agreement or disagreement and 

repugnancy of our ideas," the word idea compl1ahending "what

aevver is in the object of the understanding when a man 

thinks"; though Locke, unlike Berkeley, derived the origin 

of our ideas from souroes 'other than mind. What K9.nt' s 

view in this respect is we shall later see. For this 

interesting relation see A. W. Moore, hlstence, _Meaning 

and Reality, etc. in the Decenial Pub. of the U. of eh. 
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1st Series, vol. Ill, pt. II, P 27. 

Our second observation, namely, the peculiarity 

of Kant's doctrine . of things-in-themselves, is undoubtedly 

much more important, and unquestionably requires an ex

haustive delineation; there is nothing in the philosophy 

of Kant which has stirred up more interest throughout the 

whole history of criticism, One migh~ as well say that 

Kant hold out to his readers no such doctrine as that w~ich 

we call the doctrine of things-in-th~mp elves, because all 

he affirms concerning those things is their unknowableness, 

and yet this indefiniteness of statement concerning it adds 

not a little to its interest, and its ambiguity, especially 

the latter. It is a doctrine, however, which has always, 

in the discussions of Kant, deserved consideration, and we 

cannot here omit it. IT J doubt this doctrine derives by far 

its largest share of interestingness and significance in the 

philosophy of Kant from the fact that it stands nut as the 

representati ve of the ontological im;, lic~tions of transcenden

talism. It is, therefore, i ~l it that men have tried to 

discover those tenets of Kant which will bo of ·most importance 

for the classification of his philosophy, for there is no 

doubt that according to the present day formulation of plat

forms,it is in the ontolOGical faith of any philosopher or 

philosophy that he or it stands out in definite relation to 

some world view. If, the r efore, it is proved that the un

knowability of things-in-th~mselves does not betray in any 
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c1.~in1te manner allegiance to any world theory, Kant's 

philssiphy will contain an inherent cause for misapprehension, 

by necessitating its students to classify it as best they 

can, not according to its own expressed language to that 

~ 2,7,30,36, . effect, but according to their best judgment, taste, or any 
190, 225, 276,366, 
078 , 508, other favorable circumstance. , 
~r 22, 24, 28, 
155, 299, 307, That the Critique firmly holds the unknowabili ty 
413, etc. 

of ultimate reality needs no quotations to affirm. Those 
1 

are scattered allover the book, ahd we have already 

investigated the philosophic bases upon which Kant holds 

its unknowability, when considering the elements of trans-

cendentalism as found in the Aesthetic. This however 

does not yet mean that Kant denies or accepts their ex-

1stence. In fact there' are places in which he seems 

both to , affinn and to· deny it. The places in which Kant 

seems to be most directly affirming the existence of things-

in-themselves are few indeed. But so !.lre the places of 

their conplete negation. In views of the overwhelming 

evidence that he holds them to be unknowable, it is best 

to consider provisionally now; that both the affirmation 

and the negation of them as really existent is an anomoly, 

or, say, contradiction to the very premises from which 

Kant starts. Such"dogmatic" statements either for or 

against the existence of things-in-themselves are contrary 

to the very nature of the critical method Which always 
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+. 

aims to "examine" . the proofs of its statements, befo it ; -.. ~,. 
states its conclusions, for as Kant says of the method :~ il 

the (supply of material would suffice ••• on the level plane of 

experience" only by that Ire thod to sati"Bfy all the legitimate 

cravings of the human mind; and Kant has, therefore, quite 

consistentlY avoided affirming or rejecting "dogmatically" 

the existence of things-in-themselves. In fact the follow~ 

ing may be considered as the only pl~ces where such may be 

the case. In the chapter on Schematism .he appears to hold 

that, since time is only the form of intuition, it is 

necesssary to presume tha t what corresponds to the sensation 

is a thing-in-itself,. or reality. But that was what he 

s&1d of the Permanent, and in no wishe has a convincing power; 

he does the same in regard to the transcendental subject 
2 

in a note to the fourth section of the Antimony there also 

however affirming only its non-phenomenality . While he 

el sewhere says that "if by purely intelligible objects we 

understand things which, without all Schemata of sensibilit y, 

are thought by mere categories, such objocts are simply 
4 

impossible." How can therefore these contradi tions be 

explained. 

1 A 143 
M 117 

2 A479 
}!391 

3 A286 
M232 

4 A297, 302, 360,..,.,367, 478, 494~572,.t 576, 616, 
M 241, 2415, 2~v, 298, 390. 40v, 402,465,696. 
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~o ane~r this question we shall here provisionally 

give the defition of the term transcendental which Kant uses 

to designate his own philosophy, and then we shall follow out 

296,846, its explication. 
240, 678. 

1 . 
~here are two specified places in which 

, II 

:9 

Kant has ' more fully dealt with the denotation of the term 

transcendental. One is found in the Dialextic and one is in 

the Method; but there are none in the Aesthetic and the 

Analytic, or in the elements of XSntianism. In the last 

Damt:)d p1a'ce Kant def~_es however transcendental knowledge 

as "that which is occupied not so much with objects, as with 
. 2 ' 

out ~ priori concepts of ~bjects"; or as the passage is 

amended in the second edition, it is knowledge occupied 

not so much with the objec~s "as with our manner of knowing 

objects, so far as this is meant to be pos sible !. priori". 

In the spemific places mentioned, however, the meaning Qf 

this is elucidated by a ~oint presentation of the meaning 

of the terms 'immanent' and 'transcendental' with the meanings 

of the terms limmane~t' and 'transcendent'. Kant says, 

"all principles the application of which 1s entirely con

fin ••. ·:;.withon the limits of possible experience, we shall 

call immanent; those, on the contrary, which tend to trans-

t ~!~ gress those limits, transcdeadent" 1; the transcendental 

principles therefore, being thosewhich, like the categories 

Which they represent, are immanent in their application while 
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transcendent in their origin only, but do not admit 
1 

of a transciftdent application. And this is the 

import of the division of metaphysics into "trans

cendental philosophy and the physiology of pure 

reason. The former treats only of understanding 

and reason themselves, in a system of all concepts 

and principles which have objects in general, with

out taking account of objects that may be given 

(·ontologiae) If. And thuB by holding that we know 

of no ontological implications further than the 

evidences our senses may present as mental facts 

only, and by transferring the origin of the si~1ifi

cance of these mental facts from the things-in-them

selves to the transcendental Ego, Kant solves all 

problems of the mind in a thorough-going idealism, 

as we shall now see. 

Undoubtedly, no better~ and in fact no 

understanding at all of Kant's philosophy, may be 

had, except by first understanding the denotation and 

the implications of the terms a priori and ~ posteriqri 

as used by him, in regard to which the Critique of 

Pure Reason can only be delimited. Tiijle and Space, 

the categories, and the PGrmanent, phenomena, the 

synthetic process, and the noumena that roughly 

c~rrespond to them, are all dependent upon the con-
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caption. of these two elements of Kant's philosophy, and 

consequently they call for a full treatment; a treatment 

which to a great extent is lengthened on account of the 

rather insufficient elucidation which Kant gives tJ;Iam,

through omitting to devote a special chapter to the subject 

of the !! priori and ~ posteriori implications of his 

philosophy, In the second edit ion indeed he does more 

specifically deiineate their meaning, but still leaves the 

reade~ ~o discover in their old meaning a peculiarly new 

use. To the eluci~ation of these difficulties, therefore, 

we shall now proceed. 

From the Introduction to the Prefaces of the 

first and second editians (considering that the Prefaces 

are written last) one meets : ~1te terms !! priori and ~ 

posteriori everYV''lhere,but especially the former tenn:. 

It will facilitate rna tters if in the study of the meanine 

of these two t arms one \7ill alvvays think of the word 

!! priori in connection with rationalism, and of the vlord 

!. posteriori in connection with empiricism, which, I-:'-e said, 

are undollbt edly the two contradictory philosophies ii/hich 

Kant aims to 1ini t s • Our dissussion of these terms will 

consist of two parts, firsr their denotstion, and, second, 

the proOf of the meaning he attaches to them. We shall 

mainly concern otttselves with the term ~ priori. 
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Kant on first sight appears to be quite explicit 

as ,to the meaning he attaches to the terms ~ priori and 

~ 'posteriori. He says: "general truths which at the same 

time bear the character of an inward necessmty must be 

i ,ndependent of experience, -clear and oertain by themselves. 

They are therefore called lmowledge ~ lJriori, while what 

simply is taken from experience is said to be, in ordinary 

parlance, known!! posterioirl.: or empirically only". (1) In 

other words, as is clear from the Introduction of the second 

edition especially, and elsewhere, according to Kant every 

truth Which at all times and under all conditions obtains 

universal validity and a force of nece,ssity such tJ:lat under 

like concrete circumstances it must be taken as true, is 

an !! priori Donoept" proposition or principle, on w:Q:ich full 

reliance must be had for future predictions, because any such 

knowledge is an a priori knowledge not derived from experience 

to which it relates, but is independent o~ experience (sense 

perception), and serves ,as the condi tion under which experience 

itself is possible to us. Any kno\71eoge which does nap- so 

pretend to be taken as absolutely necessary and univers~l, 

is knowledge! posteriori. It has been generally the fault 

of the students of Kant to udderstand him to mean that ~ priori 

knowledge is not known by us in experience, as if we c ould 

know anything in any other way. This is due undoubtedly to 
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Kant'd use of the worn experience to designate the ~ posteriori 

kind of knowledge only, while according to his o'rm view of 

the matter, as we shall lat.r more definitely point out, 

experi ence itself is pq.ssi bly only by the conjunction of the 

.!! priori and ~ posteriori, the form a nd the matter of lmowledge, 

both, consequently, being discovered in this possible ex-

periance.!l) Or as Paulsen has expressed it:- "Rational 

truths do not lose their ch3.racter because they arise some 

way or another in empirical consciousness. (2) 

There is another difficulty added to the under

standing of the distinction between the denotations of the 

terms ~ priori and !: posteriori, namely,' that it cannot be 

explained by s~ying that the former stands for the "innate 

ideas" of Kant's English masters, and that the latter stands 

for the marmerof the derivation of our lmowledge from ex

perience without any marks of universailty and necessity. 

For no doubt, with Kant, those terms possess not only a 

designation of functional predicates, but al~o have an 

ontological significance. 'Let us explain: the term 

~ priori has w~th Kant two quite distinct meanings,- it 

designates all elements of ID~owledge that possess a 

character of necessity and universailit~, be it a condition, 
1!J.46 193 
533' et a relation or a , c. reality; and also it designates concepts 

as functions of the mind .only. That i .s, it stands both 

for notions expressing the static aspect of experience, 

and the dynamic.(Z) 
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Let us t ake the concept of space, with which ve are 

acquainted , for an example, Kant proved the a priority 

of spc~ce by the fact that it was presupposed by our 

'external experi ence, since its obj ects always appeared, 

in Bl'ace. He proved also that space could not be in the 

object, for we could ea sily imagine space as independent 

of obj-ects, that is, as empty, while we could not imagine 

external objects without implying space. Space, there~ 

fore, is a mental fact, a concept ~ priori. But t his 

does not exhaust the maning of space , f r it is also an 

ob,ject, a thing with qualities d~stinguishable from other 

things of whic'h we likewise think as objects. ' No w, the 

same applies to all objects which, we saw, are real in 

perception only, i.e., a s ~emtal facts which are experienced. 

This poin has an ' .. important signidicance for our investiga-

tion., as will bevome . plain when we arrive at Kant's 

Copernican Revo l tion", be caus e i n it is this duality of 

1) PaUlsen, the meaning Kant attaches to our ~ priori conceLt s , . which 
rm. Kant , , 
p. 206. makes his philosophy a epistemology peculiarly suited to 

avoid ontological i mplic ' tions. 

But no dOU.l t the term ~ priori lacks definiteness 

and sufficient justification in regard .to proof;(l) i n 

connection with which we shall bring in t h e f urther 

denotation of its meaning and u s e. In the page s of the 

Critique no fuller stateroont s reg r ds the arguments Kant 
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or rather would have offered if he were to devote particular 

attention to them, can be found, than in the Introduction 

of the second edition. He says: "That there really exists 

in our knowledge such necessary, and in the s trictest sense 

Ull.iversal, and therefore pure judgIOO'nts a priori, is easy 

to show. If we want a scientific example, we have only to 

look to any of the propositions of ma thematics; i f we Vfant 

one from the sphere of the ordinary understanding , such 

a proposition as that each change must have a cause, will 

answer the purpos e; nay, in the l atter case, even the con-

cept of cause c onta ins so clea rly the 'concel') t of the 

necessity of its connection with an ef fect,and of the strict 

universality of the rule, that it would be destroyed altogether 

if we attempted to derive it, a s Hume does, from the fre quent 

concomitancy of that which happens with t hat which precedes, 

and fr om a habit arising thence (therefore from a purely 

subjective n ece ssity), of vo~~ecting represent ations. It 

is possible even without having recourse to such examples 

in proof of the reality of pure propositions ~ priori with-

in our kn owledge, to prove their indispensability for the 

possibility of experience itself, thus p roving it a priori. 

For Whence should experien ce t a ke its cert ainty, i f all the 

rules wh ich it f oll OWS were a l wa ys again and again empirical, 

and t herefore contingent and hardly fit to serve a s first 
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principles? _ For the present, however, we may be satisfied ' 

for having shown the pure employment of the faculty of our 

knowledge as a matter of fact with the criteria of it."~ 

Now, from the above quotation the followin eviden~

ly areK8nt's arguments for the existence of knowledge 

~ priori, namely, first, from the case o-f mathematics, secooo, 

from the nature of causality (and the concept of substance), 

and third, from the indispensability of it for the possibility -

of experience itself. 
\ 

~he argument from mathematics may be very briefly 

oonsidered. It is the ea~iest to understand, though it is 

hard to establish its conclusive~ess, it being itself no 

more than a coincidence at the time of Kant th4t mathematics 

"thaT pride of human reason •• has always been in possession 

of perfe'4t trust-worthiness"; and that men of all times, not 

excluding Hume also, have admitted in mathematics the 

existence of univeral and necessary rules, the apriority of 

which is accer ted as needing no demonst~tion. (1) And 

this apriority was just the ground which made it possible for 

the first man to hav$ come upon the thought that what he had 

'to do in geometry for example, "was not to investigate what 

he s-aw in tbe figure, and thu:ll _ .~_o learn its properties but 

that he had to produce (by constructiont what he himself 
- , 
according to concepts ~ priori, placed in that figure".(2) 

~ie argument however, is no longer quite aocoonclusive at 
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at the present day, for "mathematic" has lost its "pride" 

if it be judged from the investigations of modern mathema-

ti.cians. But even independently of this it is not so 
, . 

evident that mathematics is a synthetic s.cience and not an 

analytic, which in fact -is the point Kant mostly aims to 

prove. As far as the scientist iS,concerned, it is of 

little import~ce to him whether the hypothesis, the rules 

and laws etc. which he 'follows, be of ~ priori or a 

posteriori origin. '. What he cares is that they work 

satisfactorily for him, while their universality and 

necessity are to him no mark of their universality and 

necessity are to him no mark of their unearthly birth. No 

doubt, therefore, as far as this argument goes, the ex

istence of knowledge ~ priori is no more than a fundamental 

assumption with Kant, which, though unproved, may never

theless for all that de •. ~rve , an unwavering faith. 

The argument from causality is the best developed 

argument of Kant for the existence. of lm.owledge a priori .. 

for it was reflexion upon it, aroused by Hume's scepticism, 

whfch awakened Kant from his dogmatic slumber, as he says, 

We may also add that the concept of causality is the only 

one of all his categories which is definitely dealt with 

by Xant. A comprehensive investigation of it will, 

therefore, serve al,so as an explanat.ion of that important 

part of his philosophy contained in the' Deduction a.nd 
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represented by the categories, with which we are not here 

concerned, but which indirectly through our investigation 

of Causality we shall cohsider. 

According to the expre ss language of Kant, 

causality is directly dealt with in the second Analogy; (l~ 

we shall therefore begin with it. The problem stated there, 

as given in the first edition is, ttEverything that happens 

(begins to bel, presupposes something upon which it fo,llows 

according to a rule." (2) We need not here enter upon 

the specific meaning of this statement, which would lead us 

on to the investigation of the correctness of Kant's under-

standi ng of Hume's view upon it,an understanding which no 

doubt, just a s in the case of Berkeley, is erroneousJ3ht 

is evident that so far as our purposes are concerned, Kant 

has to prove that "from a definite cause always necessarily 

will follow a definite effect; that the cause given, this 

effect may be predicted, and the reverse; and that this may 

be done ~ priori, or independent fro m experience, in which 

case the ne'cessi ty and uni versallty of the "rule" will rest 

not upon the inner nature of the mind. For only if so 

taken, can the proposition that "every affect must have a 

cause", received its real contrast as it exists in the 

opposition between rationalism and empiricism. And the 

problem as stated here is correctly limited by Kant to a 

relati6n exisiting only between object~ of sense-perception, 

a.nd mot tQ_ t ,elat iol1S of mo ra.1 siGnificance (~) and the law 

of freedom. (8) 
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HUme, working upon the main princil)les of 

empiricism, namely (a) that the mind knows its ovm ideas 

only, and (b) that all knowledge springs from experience, had, 

ju.st before Kant, carried out Locke's "t:rue and advantageous 

knowledge of things" to the point of soepticism; as H6ffding 

says, he pushed the empirical method to an. extent where it 

amounts to "reductio ad absurdum". starting with experience 

as the source of all knowledge, Hume took sense impressions 

to be all the fundamental elements necessary for the knowledge 

of things. Ideas are "fainter copies of impressions used in 

l)Tl'eatise. ~hinking and reasoning." (1) Hope and fear and desire, and 
Selby-Bigge's 
edition, the like, are "impressions from reflexionn which arise when 
P.84 

~ ) Ibia., 
p.S. 

an idea returns upon the mind.(2) Impressions themselves 

are inexplicable for the human mind, and are in no iNay con

necteo. by the mind itself in any other Ylay except through the 

habitualexge:ptance that, since t :l ings have happened al\7ays 

in a certain way, they are presumed to happen again that way. 

Kant's "necessary" connection between phenomena, according 

to Hume, is reduced to be merely a "belief" engendered in us 

by the "strongest impression". And against thi s vie't7 Kant 

arose. 

Nov;, at certain points Hume wavered. Speaking of 

the action of the mind yrhen searching our the cone ruous 

details for a definite pur!Jose, he says of the imagination 

that it "suggests its ideas ••• in which they become necessary 
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and usefUl. ~e fancy runs from one end of the universe to 

the other, collecting those ideas which belong to any subject ••• 

collected by a kind of magical faculty of the soul which is 

inexplicable by the utmost effort of the human understancting." 

(1) And also when speaking of the conne9tion of our ideas, 

p.24, fol. he says that the imagination does not associate our ideas at 

random, but does that in "an unfform fashion" by the presence 

of a "certain universal principles" Yfhich supply "8 gentle 

foro.e which generally prevai Is". And itt is thi sllattraction" , 

magical fauilty" .and"gentle foroe", of certain parts of our 

kno.l~_~ge which, Kant .says, is explainable by the presence in 

experience of knowledge! priori. And it is the proof of this 

sta.tement which we will now try to· obtain, by pioking out the 

petinent parts to Kant's proof of causality as found in the 

highly confounding Second Analogy. 

~189 Our apprehension of things, says Kant in the Second 

~,2~~1 Analogy, is by the succesS1lr.ve (2) representation of thaiir 

parts as following one upon another. As we forme~ly have 

seen, this means that it is a self-evident observation of 

our oonsciousness that in its cognition of objects it is 

~~ted by its time - condition, and, therefore, lays hold 

of the manifold bit by bit. But while in our apprehension 

suoh an orderly sucoession takes place; it is not so e~1dentt 

says Kant, tha.t the same succession happens in the object 

whioh is apprehanded. To decide that "pOint" one must 
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first decide upon the nature of the ob~ects of external 

perception, for were they phenomena only, i.e., objects 

Which exist entirely under conditions given to them by the 

subject, it is evident that they should also conform try -the 

order of their apprehension; but were they to be taken as 

things existing independetly of consciousness and of conscious 

construction, then we could not predict that the succession 

of the different states of their changes will conform to amy 

orde1yarrangement, for, evidentlY,only the mind possesses 

such power of orderliness, while we can with great assurance 

affirm that the succession of apprehension in the subject 

in no way d-etermines the succession of states in the obj ect, 

which is declared to be independent of it for its nature 

and existence. But we have seen that the objects of our 

external experience, nay, of all experience, are not things-

by-themselves, but are phenomena only; therefore, it is the 

obj 'oct that must conform to our subjective conditions, and 

not the reverse. "The phenomenon, in contradistinction to 

the representations of our apprehension, can only be 

reoresented as the object different from them, if it is 

subject to a rule distinguishing it from every other appre-

hension, and necessitating a certain kind of conjunction of 

the manifold. That which in the phenomenon contains the 

condition of this necessary rule of apprehension is the 

object." (1) A phenomenon being "a represent-ation the 
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transcendental object of which is unkmown lt
, (1) it follows 

that "t~~~ which in the phenomenon cpntains the necessary 

rule of apprehension" i.e. the object vhich distinguishes 

it from other objects,is unknown. 

But· all this seems to be mere explanation to Kant, 

for he straightway says: "Let us now proceed to our tasklt. 

And true enough, the above is a part of the argument but 

not the whole argument. For to prove that the object must 

conform to our manner of cognition, in reference to causality, 

mwams only that whatever regularity is contained in objective 

changes, is a change conditioned by such subjective laws. : 

But it does not yet mean that the changes thus conditioned 

are yet changes which express .the contention of the law of 

oausality, namely that upon a certain cause follows a cer

tain effedt uni versally and nece,s.sarily, which Kant has 

yet to prove. Kant has thus far merely reiterated what 

we saw in the Aesthetic he teaches concerning our cognit

ion of objects; but this is not the same as saying that 

such a ~:t.e ob~ains in objective representations as 

represen-cat ions; for. whether phenomena or not, the obj ects 

of space are, nevertheless, empirically distinguishable 

from our internal states, and i t is not enough to assume 

that they are conditioned by subjective deterrainations for 

their apprehension, in order to prove that -the purely 

objective law of causality is universally and necessarily 
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valid. An object, as. an object, i s empirically alvvays 

to be distinguised and separated from our mental states, 

and its laws are in no wise to be treate d as laws obtali1-

ing between mental s tat es regardless of their objective 

environment. That this Kant himself recognized, his 

antithesis between t he standing house and the moving ship 

l) A 191 fol. well illustrat es. (1) This however we shall leave un-
)9 fol. 
156 considered as unessentia l to our purpose. Our aim is to 
l63 
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find ' oun Kant's proof tha t the law of causality, even 

were it necessary and universal, that is, though it conta ins 

the criteria of lmoYll e(1g e ~ priori, is rea lly a concepJG not 

derivable fro m experlence, but is a law imDosed on us from 

within with the above criteria as its distinctive qU2,lities 

to show tro.t it is a priori derived. 

The manner in which Kant hasp roved this we 

said is highly confoundmng, not to say ambiguous, and we 

shall not here enter upon the systematic explication of 

the three or more repitimns, or expl anat i ons, or, one ma y 

say, differ~~t . proofs given here, Throu~hout all i t will 

be noticed that the i m}!or-c Eln t Ijoint S uljon which Kant's 

1
1
91, 198, argumen t is based are two: first·, t he na tur e of time as 99 

' 157 ' 
167 ' 161, t he condition of our empirica l exl:stenc e, i.e., of a ll ex.I, 164. 

perience, and, s econd., t he nature of :realit y . As before 

so here, (l) :Kant holds i n regard to time, fir s t that it is 
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the fundamental condltiol1 of both the cognition of the 

atlsing of objects, i.e. of knowing th~ now, and also of 

the experience of wants, i.e., of theresults following up@n 

the existence of mbjects in their relation to objects. (I;) 

With thefirst part of this we have already dealt, and we 

saw that the real point at issue concerns itself only Ylith 

the second point, namely, the relation of cause and effect 

between objects which already exist as objects. And, second, 

time presupposes aomething different from itself which in 

the perception corresponds to sensation and which Kant calls 

the real. Now the real is of empirical importance in the 

consideration- of the relation of objects, for it exists 

in perceptionaly, that is, in experience. vVhat it may be 

independently we know not. And the law of cause and effect 

therefore should obtain between empirical objects, though 

it is not empirically derived itsalf.(2) But since time, 

by conditioning the real, always places it at certain 

points of time to which sometll.ing · is antecedent and some

~hing is or must be consequent, since we cannot afunit 

the existence of empty time, nor the absolute ariSing 

and perishing of substance or reality, it follows, says 

Kant, that as the parts of time are determined in this, 

that a preceding determines a sueceeding time, so is every 

reality, as object of our perception, determined by the law 

.:that every existing thing preSUl)pOSeS of nece ssity some

thing upon whi ch it empirically follows. (3.1 : Am<f this 
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proof is not derived frolm experIence, by the mere observance 

of B~ne.~~pe.rceJ?tual events, ·but is a law deduced from the 
. . 

nature of time, which is t E'le condl tion of sense-perception 

and cannot therefore be perceived. 

Thus far, however·, it should be plain that what 

~nt'has proved is merely that knowledge! priori is any 

broad generalization imposed upon us by the fact that to 

explain e~erience we must admit· its validity. But it tells 

us nothing more specific 8S to itsirigin, nor as regards its 

ultimate validity. It may be, for example, possibl'e that 

our peroeptual 'experience is really formed not of a continu

ous flow of a whole, absolutely connected mass of ~onscious 

existenoe, but that oonsciousness is itself conditioned by 

interrelated intervals of non-oonscious value, the various 

paEts of which are connected not at all by their existence 

in time; and this, as an hypothesis, possesses just as much 

foroe as Kant's generalization, and c~n therefQre be also 

called knowledge ~ ~~ since such a conclusion cannot 

be derived from sense impressions, but from reflexion upon 

them. It should furthermore be noticed, that this is not 

pre~isely what K4nt should have proved; the law of cause 

and effect salls not for a state~emt that all things stand 

in a necessary relation, but that it , is such a relation as 

may be expressed by saying that whatever exists is a 

necessary outcome of something which preceded it, and the 

qualities of which, 'taken in ·their minutest amalysis, 
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absolutely limit and determine the qualities of that which 

follows upon it as its effect. There is no doubt that 

there exists with Kant a certain ambiguity in his argument, 

as he intends .to prove the latter view of the relation of 

cause and effect, by simply proving that it is a generaliza

tion necessarily holding as far as human knowledge is con

cerned, in order that experience may be rationally explain-

.ed. But even a proof .to this effect presupposes a little 

too much dependence upon the notion that the human intellect 

can really reach to the bottom of things, - a notion '~lich 

Kant has employed throughout the Critique, and which led him 

to substitute to a large extent the artificial 'for the 

absolutely true, as in the case of his twelve categories, 

on account of his thinking that the mind does really exhaust 

all its knowledge of subject and object by l ooking within 

itself only. (1) 

Further elucidation upon the subject of causality 

as 'well,as·the meaning of the term ~ priori, is undoubtedly 

to be found, if anywhere, in the Deduction, Which aims to 

show the right of the categories to "be destined for pure 

use, ~ pri.o.r..i-.." Whether one. would not "return to the same 

ignorance from whic h he started" even aft er he has been 

"convinced of the inevitable necessity of such a trans

cenclental deduction '. Tf . (2) . We shall not here consider. we 

shall only take up the deduction in so· far as it goes 

in connection with the category of causality, whIh.eh is here 
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specifically dealt ,with. It is easy, says Kant, to show the 

apriority of space ancr time as the fonnal conditions untler 

which objects are given to us, because they belong to the 

sensibility, which is al\mys empiricaL. But not so with the 

(1) A 89 categories.(l) "For if we take, for instance, the concept 
M: 74 

of cause, which impl~cs a ~culiar synthesis, consisting 

in pl 3.cing sccoding to a rule aI0~r something called A 

somethin g totally different from it, B, we cannot say that 

it is ~ priori clear why phenomena should contain something 

of this kind. We cannot appeal for it to experience, 

because what haa to be proved is the objective validity 

of this concept ~ pri ori. It wo1ild reffi8. in. theref-ore 
. 

a priori doubtf:ul v[hether such a concept be not altogether 

empty, and withou~ .sAY corresponding object among phenomena." 

(2) A 90 (2) 
M 75 

Now, _ says · Kant, "It might be imagined that we could 

esca.pe from the t.rouble of these investigations by saying 

that experience offers continually exrunl)les of such 

regularity of phenomena as to induce us to abstract from 

it the concept of cause, and it mi ght be attempted to prove 

thereby t :l e objective validity of such a concept. But 

it ougl),t to be - seen that in this ws..y the concept of- cause 

cannot possibly arise, and that snch a concept ought 

either to be founcted £ J?rio~Lin the understancl. ille; or be 

surrendered altoGether as a mere halluc i nation. For this 

concept requires strictly that something, A, should be of 

such a nature that somet hing -else, B, follows from it 
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t 

necessarily and according to an absolutely universal rule. 

Phenomena no doubt supply us with .cases from which a rule 

becomes possible acoording to which something · ha~pens 

usually. but neve~ so that the resul"t , should be necessary. 

There is a dignity in the synthesis of cause and effedt 

Which cannot be 'expressed empirically, for it implies that 

the effect is not only an accessory to the cause, but given 

by it and spring'ing from it. Nor is the absolute ,universal';" 

ity of the rule a quality inherent in empirical rules, 

which by means of induction cannot receive any but a 

relative universality, that is, a more or less extended 

applicability_ If we were to trea.t the pure concepts of 

the understandihg as merely empirical products, we should 

completely change their char~cter and their use." 

' This quotation, however, plainly tbrowsthe 

~~ight, of all proof of the a priori concer-ts upon Kant's 

notion of possible experience, which,. contrary to common ' 
t • , 

experience, seems to be the thing that proves their ex

istence; and this is Kant's third and last proof of 

knowledge ~ priori, to the investigation of which we shall 

now proceed. 

Kant's argument from' experience to the existence 

of knowledge !! priori consists' in this, that according to 

him our sense-perceptions, w4ich arethe elements of 

empirical knowledge, cannot indicate to us the existence of 
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truths which possess the marks ,of'''real generality" and 

1) A 1,24, "strict necessit~. n (1) But the existence of such truths 
48 , 90, 73 
:II l, 19, 75, is undeniable, therefore there 'exists knovlledge .§:. nriori. 
589 . 

~ ) A 86. 
::1 72 . 

The whole argument -rests upon the point that experience 

cannot give us truths O,I real generality arId strict 

necessity, truths "which perhaps serve only to produ?e 

certain connection between our s eJ;1Suous represent ations." 

No doubtr Kant's argument goes, when we -look at the obj ects 

of our eX})erienc e, we fiild thu t we lmow more. than Yiha. t Y/e 

disco~er in them by the mere evidence of our senees. There 

must, therefore. be a certain ~ind of lrnoVll edge not dis-

coverable by the senses, certain pure conceuts whic~ exist 

in the soul, and that therefore "it is Owing to them that 

we are able, or imagine ~e are able, to ,predicate more of 

the objects of our senses thrum can be learned by our mere 

experience." 

!ant teaches in the first as well as the second 

edition, that experience consists of two heterogeneous 

elements, matter ~d form.(2) Matter is "that in a 

phenomenon which corresponds to sensation;" ~3) it is 

n A 20, 86, the only thing given a posteriori!'. Form is "that vih ~.oh 
167, 723. 
a 16,72, causes the manifold matter of a phenomenon to be perceived 
136, 680. 

as arranged in a certain order." The form is ready in 

the mind ~ priori. That is to say, in order to have 

~) I 
. ~i 227 677 

a 185: 544. experienced (substanc.e or qualities), and, second, t)1e 

experience we mus~G have, first, someth ing wh ich may be 

organization of that sometPihg in a syst~m of relations. (4) ; 





1) A 20, 
167. 

~ 16, 136 

(11m) 

, . 
We saw from the Aesthetic that what ,that something is, 

independently of our co~~ciousness, . we do not know" but that 

we know it only as being that in a :pheriomenon which. ',corres

ponds to sensation. "Now it is clear that it cannot be 

sensation again through Which sensations are arranged and 

placed in certain forms. The matte. onlY, ·of all phenomena 

is given a posteriori; but the form must be ready for them 

in the mind ~ priori, and must thewefore be capable of being 

considered as separate from all sensation."Cl) We should 

notIce however that thus far in the argument froni, experience, 
.' 

Kant only has proved that there are items of experience 

.hich cannot be sensed,. and that such are oui- j~dgments of 

relations • This however does not yet mean that such judg-

ments are all of the ~ priori kind, for not all ideational 

content between man and his ,environment, for example, would 

always obtain and prove not erroneous nor unfailing. We . . 
saw, moreover, . that ,Kant himself sought, for his judgments 

of relati on, definite space relations, i. e., relations ex'" 

isting between apparently stable objects of our external 

senses, to make those judgments objectively valid, by proving 

that not the existence of external objects as related to each 

other was doubtful, but that. their existence is ·necessary for 

the very existence of all ' j~dgments 0. of relation, in whmh only 

the subjective fonns t or that which the mind find~ as other 

than matter in phenomena, may possess. a necessary and univer-

sal pe-ma.nence. 
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The argument from the unperceptibility of the ground 

uphn which certain judgments rest, to their aprio~ity, is 

not, however, Kant's main argument for the "right" of certain 

judgments to be entitled to the appelation ~ priori. This 
. 

right they possess from the necessity with Which they force 

themselves upon us in "possible experience", a notion upo~ 

which we already came in the Deduction. This is a principle 

of great consequence in the philosophy of Kant, and we shall 

therefore devote some space to its investigation. 

Philosophers before and at the time of Kant, according 

to him, have used the law of contradiction as a sufficient 

law to explain the tru~h of any judgment, Dogmatics as well 

as sceptics (empiricists), Wolfe and Hume, Leibnitz and Locke, 

have all asked, when attempting to establish or deny the 

truth of judgments; Do the predicate amd subject correspond 

to each other? Are they identical or different? They have, 

however, says Kant, fallen t~to a great error and difficulty; 

the error consists in this, that they have taken all judg

men t;s to be analytical, and the difficulty is that the:y'" have 

not been able to explain certain kind :7~. of truth which ar.e not 

analytical but synthetical. And this is Kant's perhaps 

greatest discovery in his oWll as well as in the estimate of 

subsequent philosophers, Which leads to the principle of 

possible experience; and finally to the Copernican Revolution 

in philosophy, apparently, according to Kant, ushered in for 

the first time by himself, and leading to 1mdreamecl of 
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possibilities of discovery. 

The distinction between analytic and synthetic judg~ 

menta is dealt with by ~nt in two s~cific places, and 

therefore DO further refere~ces will be given in regard to 

it. One is in the Aesthetic,(l) in the very beginning, ~nd . 
the other is in tlle Analyt ic . , (2) ,According to Kant 

analytical judgments are those "in which the connection of 

A6 ,154,736, the predicate with the subject is conceived through identity; · 
:1,126.591 

Which .means ',that 1tthe ,predicate belongs to the subject as 

something contained in it," (a) as for example in the judg

ment "a1,l bo~ies . are extended". , Here the predicate 

1 ~:x:tension I' is 'necessarily 'contained in the subject 'body' 

for we cannot tbink of bodies ~ithout implying that they 

are extended. SUch judgments :are only illustrative; they 

'give better Ord~,r and regularity, but thOllgh they fo~ 

"perhm>s, the greatest portion of what ,our reason does", 

and, though they give us '''s great dea l of lmowledge" , yet 

they . cannnt ,gi,ve us any ~ knowledge, for they only refer 

to those things which are contained. in the thing of Which 

we are thinking. Naturally, the test of such knowledge 

.is the law of contradiction,~ Since, being 'knowledge 

derive,d from conG~pts only, we need but to compare them 

as t 'hey are ~ontaine ( : in the judgment to see whether they 

are in ha.rmony with ,.our oQservat 'i~ns and, knowledge of 

things, or not. Such a ~ test · is therefore, merely a ne gative 
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crite.rion of t ruth wh ich leave- i t po ssible that "a judgment 

may be f alse or groundless, though i n ·itself it i s free from 

all contr~d1ction". Knowledge, the re~ore, which is derived 

from analytical judgments , i s n ot sufficient by itself "to 

establish object i ve r ealit y", though such judgment s b-e made 

'.) A 2, 220, ~ in regard to ~uantitative prop osi tions, (1) because they 
164, ' 

:,1 179,133 rest upon conce!)ts only. Such juclgments need synthe s is 

)\ :3 16 t oo precede them, to be va lid. (2) , 
l.I745fol. 

Synthetic judgment s a re those in which "the predicate 

is not conta i:q.e9.- ·within the denotations of the subject. : n 

I n them predicate and subject a re not identical, but a re 

,j udgments whi ch "possess something else (X) on whi cll the 

underst anding relies in order to know tha t a predicate not 

conta ined in the concept, nevertheles s beloij.gs to it." 

They are therefore expanding judgments , which bring ~ 

eleme::-lt s ,into our kno vrledge such a s are not i mrnedi:1tely 

·and inherently pos ses sed by the concepts conta ine d i n t he 

judgment, Which elements serve as a t hird so metbing t o unite 

t he concel,t s together, and to serve a s t he grouncl upom which 

the f a lsehood or t 'lu.e1', truth of the judgment sha ll be sought. 

In ~ Eoster i ori knowle dge, says. Kant, the truth or f alsehood 

of such a judgment i s easy to discov er, for "there the concept 

and its connection are pa rts of the same experience in Which 

they a re sclded to gether"; the "third someth i ng" there works 

without our being conscious of it. "In synthetical judgment s 
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I 

!! Eriori, however, t hat hell' is entirely wanting ••• take the 

proposition that all which happen s ha s its cause. In the 

concept of something that ha~ pens I no doubt conceive of 

somet4ing ex isting prec eeded by ti~e, and f rom t h is c~rt ain 

_,analytical judgments may be deduced. But t he concept of 

cause is entirely outside that concept and indicates some-

thing diff ere nt from that ~hich happens ••• What is here the 

un1mo""m X, on which the understanding may rest in order to 

find beyond the concel't ,A a foreign l'redicate B, which 

nevertheless is believe to be connec~ed with it? It can

not be eXperlence, be cause the proposition that all \Thich 

happens ha s its cause represent s t h is s econd p r edicat ,e a s 

added to the dubject n ot .only with gr ea ter gener ality than' 

experience c~n ever supply, but 'also wi tlj. a cha r ac ver of 

necessity, and therefore entir ely ~ p~iori and bas ed on 

concepts. (1) n~at t hen is that third? What is the edium 

of all synthetical judgment s? It can only be t hat i n vhich 

all our concept s a re conta i ne o, namely, the internal s ens e 

'and its ~ priori form, time"? (2) But time i s t h e II~ d ium 

throu gh which the mind makes experience possible by the 

synthesis of the mani f old by transcendenta l a pperceptioni(3) 

It is through time that the pure concepts of the understand-

ing and the objects of sensuous intuition becbme interrelated, 

and t hus experience i s ma de poss i ble. nThe hi ghest pr incil' le ' 

of all synthetical judgments is t herefore t h is, that ever y 
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object is subjeot . to the necessary conditions of a 
• 

synthetical unity of the manifold of intuition in a 

possible ex:perience.U(l) 

Our question now is, in what way does the 

principle of possible experience prove the right of the ' 

categories to be objectively valid, .but valid as concepts 

Which cannot be derived from experience, which is the 

corre ct a.l1.d the full meaning of Kant's endeavor i n the 

Deduction? Let us bri efly sum .. mari ze. When considering 

the concept of cause in order to discover Kant's proof 

of the existence of knowledge ~ priori, we found that if 

finally rested upon the principle of the possibility of 

experience, the third proof v~ich Kant advances for the 

exist ence of lmowle(l.ge ~ priori. In our investigation 

of the meaning of this princ i ple, we found that, first, 

it is a principle which presu~-~() oses the existence of 

lmowledge a priori, because it refers to "connections n 

between subjects and predicates of judgment s vb ich are 

n~cessary and universal, (I) and, second, that it is a 

principle restine; Ul)on the synthetic activity of -the 

soul in fashioning experience, which is done in and 

through time, time itself being. a form a priori of the 

mind, a referring with necessity and universality to the 

possibility of experience in gen eral as well as its 

actual existence. But is not in both cases Kant's 

proof from the 'principle of the possibility of experience 





a circular argument, and a tautological proposition? What 

, Kant ,was expected to prove is that experience, as we have 

it in its daily manifestations, can give us no judgments 

of necessity and universal~ty; and when he has proved that, 

then he ~heuld prove that such judgments exist, therefore, 

etc., ••• This he has not done, exc~pt by assuming in all 

instances both clauses of the abov'e argument. No doubt 

the whole incongruity and ambiguity between the ~ priori 

and ~ posteriori elements of experience ,arises out of the 

sharp, and, perhaps, natural antithesis between rational

ism and empiricism, which Kant aims to unite' in an ever 

enduring consummation of philosophic thought, - a thing 

which, perhaps, "itl to he much less due to argumentative 

speculation than to practi'cal insi'ght. 

From all this discussion and investigation of 

the distinction of the a priori and ~ posteriori elements 

of our knowledge, we have discovered one important fact 

for our as well as for ,any oonsideration of Kant's 

philosophy, and that fact is the already once emphasised 

importance ot ti~e in re~ation to XBnt ~ s philosophy. We 

have thus far plainly noticed that time lies at the bases 

of our apprehension of all sensuous objects, and that time 

also is the "connection", the "medium" through Which the 

non-sensuous gets together With the sensuous, ,' Time is 

the oentre of the Aesthetic, ani time is the ground whereon 
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the Analytic rests. It "is this iI1lJ?ortance of the distinction 

which Kant maintains to exist between the ~ ;posterioriancI 

~ priori elements in human experience, and the connection 

of both through time, which makes of the Schematism one o~ 

t~~ most important of Kant I s doctrines, 'and which series for 

the explanation of the two cardinal objec·ts of Kant I,S , 

philosophy: first, .' what do we 1m ow" and,8eCOn(1, how do we 

know it t in conne·etion with the answett to which questions 

we shall now proceed t ·o state Kant's views arid to estimate 

their relation to idealism. The answer to the first 

question will set forth the .antology of Kant, and the answer 

to the second will set forth his epistemology, if with Kant, 

such a distinctiOn be really possible. For better coherence, 

and to keep more cl03e.11 . to Kant, we shall call the in

vestigation of the former Eint's doatrine of phenomena, and 

the investigation of the latter,. dlbct:rine of syntheticism, 

the first dealing With e:ti?tence, the second with the way 

it gets into it. 

Thus far we'have seen that the transcendental 

philosophy of Kant starts out wi~h a fundamental assertion 

that there exist in the mind certain pr'tlmary conceptf? which 

are not derived from experience, because experience itself 

presupposes them, and is made possible by than' . These 

concepts are h~ded tOge.ther in a . system of unity, existing 

in each thinking being, because there must, according to 
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Kant of necessity exist a unit amongst all -terms entering 

our knowledge in such a way th~t ~hile they may change, yet 

their change, in regard to the whole of human knowledge, 

must always remain possible to be necessarily and univeraaJ,ly 

predicted, because otherwise their relation to the whole would 

be either of a contingent nature, and not apodictically 

certain, which is a demerit to t J1e dignity of the world; or 

the whole would be full of gaps and breaks which would in

evitably render men uncertain of their scientific results and 

investigations, and in tha t way lead into scep~icism._ Irow 

thi s necessary and universal unity is due to the mind :' s 

activity in fashioning its experience according to the above 

investigated knowledge ~ priori, which is known to us as 

such by its necessary and universal relation, first, in 

those concepts without which we cannot conceive of any 

sensuous experience as giving us objects of sense as really 

present in perception, and, second, in all the concepts, 

laws and principles in the formation of our judgments which 

are actively engaged in the production of the connection and 

relation of perceptual eXperience, These are the two 

elements of transcendentalism; time and space, and the 

categories. Both are concepts designating acts of pure 

thought and consequently depend upon the function of the 

mind, throu gh sensation, as the sure signs of existence, and 

through synthesis as the suresign of the order ~nd regularity 

of experience. Existence and syntheSiS unite for human 
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beings only in temporalJ relations and in no other Yiay. 

Anw .other: llse .of human· cognitive processes :Ie ads to con

fusion and self-deception, since synthesis with~ut some

thing to work upon is empty. am existence' wi~hout 

synthesis to get it together ia not existence for us. 

Rationalism therefore, to be just, should restrict itself 

to "perception and its train". While em:piricism, to be 

full, should admi t the ,existence of the general and 

necessary synthesis,~'priori under which alone the 

particular facts and observation~ can be subsumed in a 

rational whole. !file affiliation of ,transcendental 

idealism with other philosophic systems is therefore 

reac~~d by two roads; one is Kant's teaohing concerning 

existence," or his phenomenalism, and the other is his 

doctrine of' s~theticism·. 

Kant's doctrine of phenomena we need not here 

fully tr!3a:fi:, ~.or certain aspects of it and~ in fact, its 

tru~ foundation we have already investig~~e~ when we 

considered space and time, or the Aesthetic. The results 

of that ~nvestigation are briefly as follows.: Because 

space and time are tp h~ always found as ,the' unseparable 
" . conditions of all our sensuou~ intuition; because we can 

in thought separate them from the objects through by us 

as appearing ,tn them, and cannot do the reverse;and 

because to perceive the existence of any appearance, space 

and time are to be supposed as being already there. - it 
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fo110\7s that, 1st. t spa9_e and tiw,e are forms ~ priori of 

the mind, and not of the obilect; 2'. that Y!hatever is in 

them can in no way be there as a thing inclepenclent of the 

mind, and 3rd. that everything 1';hich in sensation 1?res~nts 

qualities that distinguish it a s a real t h ing in our 

percer tion from any other thing also perceived, is real 
(1) A27,38, 

41,370, in perception only. And thi s Kant says i s his trans-
491. 

cendental ideali sm (1) There is an other argument con- . 
M22 3G, 
34,300, tained in t h e Antinomy v:11ic11 should be adde ll to the above 
400. 

argume.Ylt of the Aesthetic, as an argumen t, perhaps lUore 

cogent one if trne, to clemonstra -re the validity o f Kant's 
(2)LaRai s on 
~ -nJre et contention. Th \-;ugh the study of the Antinomy ( 2 ) affords 
les autil10niies 
F.Evalin, a rich field for philospohic th ou ght, · especially as a 
Bib.Phil. 
Cont. starting !)oint for a discussion of tem:!:; oral ism versus 

etElrnalis m, we can here only i n the briefest 'V~ay make 

ment ion of the argument. Krult says, that ' men hold 

contrary viev/s upon ·the "unconditioned un it of t h e 

objec11ive conditions of phenomenal appear3.nce", i.e., the-

com1!osition and division of the n orld, '\7hich is de-alt vv ith 

in the first two Autlnomines, with apparently cogent 

arguments; and, at the present state of thought, reason 

has fallen "into a natural antithesis". Bnt this is true 

not only of problems rE?lating to the composition and 

division of the world, but also with its 6rig ination and 

dependence, \vhich is dealt wiPh in the latt er two 

Antinomies, Now, says Kant, thi s dialectical battle 
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between empiricism and dogmatism can never be ended, 

except by removing the very ground upon which it rests; 

namely, we should. take refuse in transcendental idealism, 

and recognize with it that what we are thinking about 

when disputing upon these points are not things-in-

themselves existing independently of our sense percep-

tion, but are phenomena only which depend for their 

existence on the mind's functioning in fashioning the 

world of sense-perception according to its a priori 

forms. Of things in themselves we know nothing, nor 

care vie to know. And this is "the key to the' solution 

of the Dialectic", namely "if we remove the ground 

whereon the battles wage, we shall be free of the 

turmoil", without taking recourse in illusionism and 

heo-platonism, but still retaining the immediacy of 

the reality of both external and internal experience. 

But if Kant has thus proved by a direct proof in the 

~esthetic and by an indirect proof in the Antinomy, as 

his O\'m V'lords go, (1) that "Yfithout its relation to an 

at least possible consciousness, the phenpmenon could. 

never become to us an object of knovvlectge ; it would 

therefore be not hing to us; and because it has no 

objective reality in itself, but exists only in. being 

lmovffi, it would be nothing altogether". ( 2) - are we 

not right to class Kant .as a thoroughgoing idealist? 
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A possibility which we saw was not excluded by the f act 

that Kant did not state corr ectly the contention of 

idealism, and therefore was not refuting it when he 

thought he was doing so. And here is Fhere we may 

also show, that even the · very important doctrine of 

the thing-in-itself, which has been so highly estimated 

in most discussions on Kant, and which we formerly 

took up and shall now further develop, does not' prevent 

us from considering Kant a full-fledged idealist,though 

of an imperfect sort, f or with Kant, t he definition of 

idealims as given by Howison remains active, namely 

that "mind is the mea.sure of all thillf~ s, and complete 

(1) C oncept- ideality (is) the sure sign of reality. 11 (1) 
ion of God, 
p. 88. The important place in Which Kant has dealt 

with phenomena and things-in-themselves, is no doubt 

the third chapter of the Analytic ~f Principles, headed: 

On the ground of distinction of all s"ub jects into 

phenomen~ and noumena, , - a chapt er the need of wh ich 

is felt from th. very conclusions of the Aesthetic, but 

which i s scarcely introduced at the end of the Anal yt ic. 

Kant seems to have been gathering all his powder to 

bl~st away all at once all the crooked paths and mis

taken realities of philosophic speculation, but only 

after his system has thorou ghly cleared the sky from 

all its danger giving Si6ns. He . says: "We have now 

not only traversed the whole domain of the pure under

standing, and carefully examined each part of it, but 
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we have alap measured its extent, and assigned to everything 

in it its proper place. This domain, however, is an islam 

and enclosed by nature its~lf within limits that ,can: never 

be changed. It is the cC5untry of truth ( a ven-'attractive 
-

name), but surrounded by a wide and stormy ocean, the true 
. . 

home of illusion, where many a fog bank and ice that soon 

melts away tempt us to believe in new lands, while constantly 

deceiving the adventurous mar i ner with vain hopes, and 

involving him in adventures which he can never leaye, and yet 

c.an n~ver bring to an end. Before we venture ours~lves on 
\ 

this sea, in order to explore it · on every side, and to find 

out whether anything is to be hoped for there, it will be 

useful to glance once more at the map. of that country which 

we are abou.t . to leave, and to ask ' oU,rselves, first, 'whether 

we m;ght not be content with w'lat it contains, nay, whether 

we must not be content with it, supposins that there is no 

solid ground anywhere else on which vIe coul d settle; second17t 

by what title we possess even tha t domain, and may. cons ider 

ourselves safe against all h os tile claims. Although we have 

suffiCiently answered these questions in the course of the 

Analytic, a summal11 recapitulation of their solutions may 

help to strengthen our conviction by unitinrr all arguments 

in one pOint." "We have seen that the understanding 

possesses everythinc:.'l which it draws fro n itsel f , without 

borrowing from e~~erience, for no other purp os e but f~r 

eXJ?e.rience. The princi~les of the pure understanding. 
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whether constitutive ~ ;priori (as the mathematical) or simply 

r~lative (as the dynamical), cont a in nothing but, as it \V01"e, 

the pure schema of poss ible experience; for that experience 

derives its unity from that synthetical unity-alone which 

~ the understanding origiz;tal:ty and spontaneously imparts to 

the synthesis of imagina tion, with ,reference to apperception, 

and to which all ph·anomena, as data of a possible knowledge, 

must conform !! priori. But althouGh these rule s of the 

understanding are not only true ~ priori, but the very source 

of all truth, ·that is, of the agreement of our Imowledge 

with obj ect s, ••• nevertheless we do not seem to be content 

with hearing only what is true, but want to kno~ a great deal 

more ••• It is for that purpose that such profound investiga

tions are required as we have just instituted. If the under

standing cannot decide whether certain questions lie within 

its own horizon or not, it can never feel certain with 

regard to its claims and possessions, but must be prepared 

for many humiliating corrections, when constan~ly trans

gressing, as it certain;J.ywill, the limits of its own 

domain, and losing itself in follies and fancies. 

That the understanding cannot make any but an 

empirical, and never a transcendental, use of all its 

principles ~ priori, nay of all its conce~ts, is a pro

position which, if thoroughly understood, leads indeed to 

most important consequences. What we call the transcen- . 

dental use of a concept in any ' proposition is its being 
j . 

referred,to things in gen~ral and to thing-'-~thems~ves~ 
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while its empirical use refers to p~enomena only, that 

is, to oqjects of a possible experience. That the latter 

use alone is admissible will clear from ·the following 

considerations. \Vhat is required for every concept is, 

first the logical form of a concept (of thought) in genera.]; 

and secondly, the possibility of an object to which it 

refers. Without the latt er, it has no . sense, and is 

entirely empty, though it may still contain t h elogical 

function by which a concept is in intuition, and though a 

pure intuition is possible ~ priori and before the object, 

yet even that pure intuition can receive its object, and 

wuth it its object.ive validity, by an empirical · intuiti'on 

only, of which it is itself nothing but the fonn. All 

conce:pts, . therefore,. and with them all principles·, though 

they may be· possible a priori, refer nevertheless to 

empirical intuitions, that is, to date of a possible 

experience • Without this, they can claim no objective 

. validity ••• It is for this reason that an abstract concept 

requires to be rm. de sensuous ••• because, wi thout this 

the concept (as people say) is without sense, that is 

(1 ) A237-240without meaning (1) •.•• f:2 ranscendental analytic has 
Ml93-196 

therefore yielded us this impor tant result t ~ha t the 

tinderstanding ~ priori can never do more than anticipate 

the form of possible experience; and as nothing can be 

an object of experience except the phenomenon, it follows 

that the understanding can never go beyond the limits of 
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sensibility, within which alone objects are given to us. 

Its principles are principles for the exhibition of 

phenomena ohly; and the proud name of Ontology, '.-,'-hich 

preswnes to supply in a systematic way different kinds of 

synthetical knowledBe ~ priori of things~by-themselves 

(for instance the principle of causality), must be replaced 

by the more modest name of a mere analytic of the pure 

understanding." (1) 

"What the n is the cause why people, not satisfied 

with the substratum of sensibility-, have added to the 

phenomena the noumena, which the understanding only is 

supposed to be able to realise?" (2) "What right have 

we then to acl d t o these representations an object, or to 

ascribe t~ these modific~tions, beyond their subjective 

reality, another objective one?1t (3) This says Kant, people 

do because they think "that something must corl'eS1JOnd to 

it, which is itself not a phenomenon, because a phenomenon 

now cannot be anything by itself, apart from our mode of 

representation. Unless therefore we are to move in a 

constant circle, vve must adr;lit that the very word phenome

non indicates a relation to something the irrunndiate 

rer resent a tion of v7hich isr no doubt sensuous, but which 

A25lfol nevertheless, even without this qualific ation of our 
M205 It 

B intro- sensibility (on which the form of our intuition is 
duct ion 
M698. founded) must be something by itself, "that is, an object 

independent of our sensibility." (4)' -~T~is., Kant says, 
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we dO,because "we find that it cons ists in nothing but the 

rendering necessary the conneetion of representati ons in a 

(1) A 197 certain way, a nd subjecting them to a mle, ••• " t l) 
MI6l 

But,continues Kant, people do not perceive that 

whereas in their case we shall have to admit the existence 

of a faculty of knowledge which may know things without 

(2)A249,254, . sensuous conditions. (2) which is. a kind of cognizing of 
56 ,277 t 280, 286, 
87, which we ca n have no evidence wither for or against it; 
21 
2() 4 , 207,209, in our case, we only postulate a something "equa;t t o Xlt 

26 , 228,233,231, 
04 as the transcendental object which serves as the condition 

!! priori _for the possibility of experience,' but which 

can have no meaning further than what 'we attach to it in 

3)Al04, 109,247, sense-perc~p.:tiJnn .• f 3) 
00,263,277, 288, . 
5 8 ~366t372,380, People, says Kant, do not dist i nguish that the 
~3 , 494,538,557, 
65,679,697,720.problem of n01lIl1enshas. two aspects, one positive, and one 
,6, 90, 202~204, 
~ 6 , 226,234, 291,negative •. (4) Althougl} concepts may be divided into 
7,302,308,318, . 
03,436,450,457,sensuous and intellectual, this ~y be done in the ne gative 
45, 559 , 578 • . - .. 

4) A146 
286 
564 

Ml20 
233 
456 

sense only and not in the p ositive, for ~e saw that our 

concepts, those that are purely intellectual, the categories . . 
for example, can have no objective vru.idity except they 

be unit ed with an intuition in tiJ;ile, and, as far as we . 

are concerned, can a dmit of no other use except to serve 

us in the apprehension of obj~cts and t~ relate them in 

experience. flOur understanding thlIS acquires a kind of 
. 

neg~tive extension, that is, it does not become itself 

limited by sensibiliW1,. but,- . on the contrary, limits, it, 
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by calling things by themselves (not c'onsi dered as phenomena) 

noumena, in doing this it immediately proceeds to prescribe 

limits to itself, by admitting that it cannbt lmOVT these 

noum~na by means of the categories, but can only think of 

them under the name of something unknown." (1) As such 

however the noumenon is only a problematic concept, devoid 

of any objective rea1i~y such as may be kno~n by us; (2) 

and if taken in'a positive sense, isto be consiuered as 

contradictory to the very nature of the rule so vert often 

expressed: "Thoughts without cont Gnts are empty, intuitions 

(3 ) A50,95 without concepts are blind, n (3) which is at the base of 
~~5 . 2E5~?S9. , 
)..; ,677. Kant's "nothings"_,_Qf which the noumenon i s one. (4) In 
~l , 79, 127~1 
l3, 195,207, conclusion, therefore, it becomes apparent that Kant's 
;4, 

I A291 
H336 

philosophy is in no way restricted or bound to any view 

of ultimate reality, 'and that its idealistic teachings 

are in no way ~pered by the ~bsence of such views, for, 

aB Kant has shown, we have nothing to do with ultimate 

reali ty. "Noy; we may well admit the'). t something which, 

taken transc'endentally, is outside us. may be" the cause 

of our external intuition, but this can never be the 

obje~t which we mean by the represent ations of matter and 

material thinG's; for theBe are phenomena only, i. e. certain:.: 

i:inds of representations existing:"always within ~s. and 

the reality of which depends on our i rnmediatf! consciousness 

quite as much as the consciousness of my ovm thoughts. 
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Th~ ·. transcendental obJeot is unknown equally in regard 

(1) A 372,3'9,to internal and external intuition."(l) And with this 
357. 

M 302,308,290.~iew of the fi r st editipn, the second eli tion also occurs. 

(2 ) A 20,108, 
94,720 

But an inves~igation direoted speoifically to the nature 

and meaning of phenomena themselves, as given by Kant, 

will as clearly show us that his transcendental idealism 

is really idealistic. Without quotations to justify it, 
. . 

we shall here state ·that the terms -representation', 

nS,89,403,578 'phenomenon' and 'object', the latter not in its trans-

oendental and logical meaning, are synonymous. To 

this equivooa11ty are due orne circular definitions 

given by Ka.mt, but i n the main they are not for our 

~urpose of much significance, and we shall not do more 

than mention them,- as when Kant says, a phenomenon is 

(3)A29,108, "the undefined object of an empirical intuition". (3} 
'~ 4. 720 
~6,89t403, 578. As is evident from t his, Kant teaches that a phenomenon 

~ ) A20, 42. 
f6,34. 

1~)A32 320 
~5. 260 

I 

is directly dependent upon the sensibility for its 

existence, since an empirical intuition is that which 

arises through sensation.(4) Intuition in general is 

"representation whioh can be produced by a single ob j ecy 

on1y."(5) Sensations' form its matter, and concepts 

furnish its 'form. EmPirical intuition is that whi ch 

ia given by the sensibility to the understanding as 

9, 374, 733 , . . 1
) A 42,50, 68 , perception , and is in fact t he phenomenon. (6) Other 

D
4,40 ,56,195, definitions of phenomena a r e as f ollows : a phenomenon 
4,581. 

is the "play of repr~sentations, all of which are at the 

end determinations only of the internal sense", (1 lor 
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time, as is fUrther developed in the Schematism. Phenomena 

(1)A190, are the only things given po us to know; (1) they are the 
279,375, 
535, schema, the sensuous ob:d.ect in agreement with the category 
1n56, 229, 
304,431 etc.(2) And in all these iefinitions it is apparent that 

phenomena are dependent upon the mind for the ir existence, 

(2)A146 because they originate in the sensibility, with no other 
In20etc. 

qualities than those put in them by our sesnse. In a 

phenomenon there are two necessary elemnts upon Which its 

4xistence or rather its being known followsf matter, which 

(3) A20,50.makes affection possible; (3) and form, "which causes the 
10.6,40 

. phenomenon to be perceived as arranged in a certain order." 

But matter and form are at the foundation of all our 

reflexi6n in which matter "denotes the determinable in 

general", and the form "its determination~. The form 

belongs to the subject side, while matter is substantia 

phenomenon, of which what "should be absolutely internal-

is a mere phantom, for matter is never an object of the 

pure understanding, while the transcendental obj ect vihich 

may be the ground of the phenomenon which we call matter, 

is a mere something o~ which we could not even understand 
(4)A266, 

,358,366, 
what it is, though somebody should terri us",(4) which,just 

like our previous investigations, proves that phenomena, 
, 
17 .. ~ t 226, 291, 
,312. 

and all they contain, exist in being known only, i.e., as 

a. mental fact. 
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But not only does Kant's teaching concerning existing 

objects put h~ in the same class with the idealists; his 

doctrine of the synthetic aotiVity of the mind in its 

cognition of the existing objects is a greater ' cau,se, and ' 

one much freer from contradictions. for classing Kant as 

a thoroughgoing idealist. And it now devolves upon us to 

look into this dootrine 'of temporal beooming to which is 

limited all the valid oontents of any experience pes sible 

to us. We need not, however. here take up its investi

gation at length, for much of what pertains to it has been 

already dealt with in the consideration of the ~ermanent; 

and besides very little expamsion is necessary to show 

its idealistic implications. A few generalizations and 

the filling up of missing links from previous discussions 

would bave.~ therefore, ended our task, were it not for a 

certain misapprehension that the first two editions,of 

the Critique differ greatly as regards Kant answer to the 

question, How do we know? We shall therefore take up 

Kant's teaching in regard to synthetic activity at some 

length to' show the general harmony existing between the 

two editions, and to deSignate the value and bearing of 

the difference found .in them. 

We said before that the synthet~c process is best 

developeo in the Deduction. undoubtedly the most important 

part of ·the Critique, which is, carefully revised in the 

second edition. With the deduotion of the first edition 





we dealt When considering the "permanent unity of se1f

consciousness". In' view of the fact that in the seoond 

edition Kant has removed the word permanent from the 

above expression, and that certain oth~r changes are made 

which appear to be o~ a realistic import, . it is best here 

to t .ake :up Kant's. view of the synthetic process as found 

in the second edition th~t we may compare the two editions 

in this respect: "though it (the second edition) changes 

absolutely nothing with regard to propositions, and even 

to proofs". but gives a "new . and more intel1igihle . 

representation of the ·sobject". as Kant says, it still 

"deviates so considerably -from the former. (i.e. first 

edition) t in ii'he method of t .he treatment here and there, 

that mere additions and interpolations would not have 

(l)Bpre- been sufficient." (1) It is these deviations of the 
. faoe 
XLIII second edition as far as the deduction is concerned that 
K'107 

we shall now take up ' and follow" out to see whether or 

not they present to us Jtlerely "apparent contradictions" t 

as Kant says. ~or our purpose it is sufficient to begin 

.1th the direct investigation of the synthetic process, 

that we may lay hold of the changes pertinent to our 

subject only. 

Synthesis, as we have formerly quoted from a passage 

contained in both first and s~cond edition, is that aot 

required by the spontaneity of our mind, through which 
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"what is manifold in the pure intuition should first be 

examined, received and connected in order to produce a 

(1) A , 77, knoV(ledge of it. TI (1) Much of the explanati on of 
B 15, 
M64,744. synt~esis can be better comprehended i~ we ~ecollect 

toot according to Kant, the production of I>henomena is 

a process of addition, to parts that affect the sense, 

other parts in a suooessive, i.e., temporal order. And 

this is the import of the Aesthetic, Which we saw led 

to the ideality of the objects of our knowledge as 

phenomena existing in the mind only, and to the unknow~ 

ability of things-in-themselves. "This addition of part 

to part, however is not an agglomerate, but ' is an oderly, 

a unified and meaningful production of objects according to 

the necessary fUnctions of the understanding in concepts, 

the highest unity of whi ch is found in the transce~dental 

(2)B#16. apperception, (2)--a unity whivh is not given to us by 
M745 fol. 

(3)B 16 

the senses, i.e_.' empirically, but is an ~ priori act 

of synthe.sis. "Such a relation takes place, not by my 

simply aocompanying every relation with consciotisness, 

but by my adding one to the other, and by being conscious 

of that act of adding, that, of that synthesis. n (3) The 

sensbility therefore, does not give us the connection 

of the manifold along with the representations of it in 

time through the internal sense, but the understanding 

produces such connection of the manifold by affecting the 
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the inte~ sense. And oonsequently. synthesis is an 

aot of the underst.anding, and t:p.erefore a- oondition !. priori 

for the produotion of experience likewise. But· if the 

understanding is a faoulty of the soul oorresponding to the 

~ priori elements of knowledge, and if those elements are 

the condition under which phenomenon, through time and spaoe. 

and their relations, throu'gh the oategories, become possible 

P9ssible, is it . not also evident that, if the sould is to 

exert an influence upon what follows as the .result of its 

aotion, and if the nece ssity ana lUliversality with which 

it thus predetermines with .an . . -int·eIligentlY unohangeable 

order all its products is to remain at all times and 

regardless of temporal, i.e., phenomenal changes, - . that 

the soul~ will have to ~~ does work upon a material of 

entirely resistless matter, which has no other meaning 

but the meaning which is given to it When present in 

con~ciousness as a meaning attached to it by the same 

consciousness in which it appears and which can only know 

what it means. But this is no more reslis ic than the 

thoroughgoing idealism of the first edition. And that 

such is the case a brief survey of paragraph twenty seven 

of the second edition, (1) which Summa rises the Results of 

the Deduction of the Concepts of the Understanding, will 

make evident. There' Kant plainly states the same view 

as regards the categorie ,(2) the conditions under whioh 

objects may be known, and his view of possible experience; 
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.then he sets forth his view of the !. priori intuitions and 

oonoepts of the mind, and its synthetio function through 
f 0 

the latter over tile sensuous datum, . or experi~nce. through 

the Schematism alone; and then shows the groundless claims 

of the "middle course- promoters, who aim to explain our 

knowledge and its necessaT,1 and unive~sa1 relations, by 

saying nt~at the categoires are neither self-produced 

first princmp1es !:. priori of our knowledge, _ °nor. derive.d 

from experience, but subjeotive dispositions of thought, . 

. implanted in us with our existenve and so arrang.ed by our 

Creator that their employment should accurately airee 

with the laws of nature, which determine existence." (1) 

But neithersuCb a theistic idealism would Kant admit. 

~he human mind is still an independent sort of an entity, 

though unlmownby itself, whioh knows nothing more than 

what its constructions internally and .ext.srnally are. And 

this can be further shown by Kant' sspecific answer to 

questions put by himself as regards nature and its relation 

to the thinking mind, which no doubt has given much cause 

for misgiving to some. 

Kant says in the Deduction of the firs1; edition: "You 

call the ground for the possibility of the association of the 

manifOld, so far as it is contained in the objects themselves. 

the affini ty ~f the manifold. I as~ therefore, how do 

you make that pe~ent affinity by which phenomena stand, 

nay, must stand. under permanent laws, conceivable to your-
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selves·' 

ftAccord~~ to my principles it is easily conceivable. 

A •• possible phenomena belong, as r 'epre,sentat,ions, to the 

whole of our pos~ible self-consciousness. From' this, as . 

a transcendental representation, numerica.l identity ~s in

seParable and ~ priori certain, because nothing can b~co~e 

knowledge exoept .y means of that original appe~ception~ •• 

It sounds no doubt ,very strange and absurd that nature 

should have to confo~ to' our subjeotive, ground of appercep

tion, nay. be dependent on it, with respeot to her laws. 

But .if we c'ol}$ider that what ,we call nature is nothing 'but 

a ~hole of phenomena, not a thing-by-itself' ,but a number 

of representations in onr soul, we shall no longer be 

surprised that we only see her through ~he fundamental 

faculty of our knowledge, namely, the ~ranscendental ' apper

oeption, and in that unity without which it could not be 

called an object (or the whole) of all, 'possible experience, 

(1) A 119 that is, nature". (1) Now the same is the import of the 
It 93 
fol latter part of paragraph twenty six fo~nd in the Deduct~on 

of the seooDd edition. Kant, says: "Oategories are concepts 

~ich ~ , priori prescribe ,laws to all'phenomena, and there

'fore to nature as the sum total of'all phenomena, and (natura 

materialitater spectata). !!!he questions therefore arises, 

as these laws are not derived from nature, nor conform to 

it astheir model (in which case, they would be empirical 





1) B 26 
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onlyT, how we can understand that hature should conform 

to them, that .is, how' they c~n . determine a priori the 

connection of the ma.ni'fold in nature without ta.1citl.ng that 

connection from nature. The solution of that riddle is 

this." 

If phenomena were things-by-themselves, then they 

would not have had to be dependent upon the laws of the 

understanding and the conditions of the sensibility. But 

they are only existenve having a relation to a subject, in 

which relation they exist merely as known. 1~tthey may 

be behind that we dO 'not know. Consequently phenomena 

"as mere representation~ are subj ect to no law of connec-

tion, except that which is prescribed by the con.necting 

faculty. Now that which connects the manifold of sen-

suous intuition is ' the faculty of imagination, which 

receives from the understanding the unity· of its intellec

tual synthesis, and from sensibility the ' manifoldne~s of 

apprehension." But perception dep·ends on empirical 

synthesis, which in its turn depends Gn the transcendental 

synthesis through apperception which works with the 

categories, therefore "all phenomena of nature, must, so 

far as their connection is concerned, be subject to the 

cat egories. • .as the original ground of its conformity 

to law Cas natura forma.liter ~pectata)".(l) Phenomena, 
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therefore, which exist in natu~e singly by virtue of the 

existenve of beings which have senses, do also conform in 

the whole, i.e., as nature, to the laws which those beings 

iml)OSe, upon them. And here is' the place' to notice that 

though Kant leaves out from the second edition the word 

permanent to stand. as' one of the predicates of self

conSCiousness, thi's in n.o way indicates tha t he has changed 

his view in regard to it, for at the bottom of all it is 

again the saul as the subject, though a logical one only, 

Which supp1ies nature with permanent connections. 

But if Kant1s view of the synthetic process remains 

unchanged in the second edition, . it may seem that he has 

changed his att'1tude somewhat in regard to the two main 

terms of it, mamely,~ self-consciousness wfttch acts, and the 

ma~1fold, which is acted upon. But ,wven this we fail to 

corrobora·te, As regards ·Self-cnnsciousness he has made no 
""'" 

changes. and the Deduction of the second edition agrees 

in full not ohly with the Deduction of the first, but it also 

conta ins a great deal of what the Pa.ralogism contained, which 
, -

is left out in the second edition; thus we find in it the 

empirical, the transcendental and the noumenal Egos. So 

also the temporally active aspect and the nontemporal 

(1}B18,24, !! :g,riori aspe 'ct of the transcendental Ego. (1) 
25, 

And the 

M752, 758, 
761. 

deduction as a piece of exegesiw,~B received a by far 

better treatment, at least as regards coherence, by begin-

ning with the highest condition of knowledge, namely, the 
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. ' 

. or1~inal synthetical unity ,of appe.r .ception. (1) and by 

omitting the preliminary\~emarks ' and prel>aratory paragraphs. 

and inserting at the' end a very .brief account of the 

psychological plaoe of .the subject. not as" observations. but 

as results logioally following fram the ' transcendental apper-

ception. It shoul d be clear therefore that. if anything. 

the case of idealism in Kant fs much strengthened in the 

eeoo~d edition. if for nothing else, then fo~ ' the greater 

(2) B24etc. emphas.is laid upon the mind as an acting powe~.(2.1 and a 
M75getc. 

thing which is not quite as abstract as the Subject of the 

first edition.-.. a pOint which in the second edition led 

X$nt to compare. and name his doctrine of ' syntheticism. 

his most or i ,ginaJ. and ingenious contribution to philosophy. 

according to him, the Copernician Revo l ution in philosOFPY. 

whereby metaphysics shall "enter upon the secure path of 

a SCience, just as mathematics and physicS have done a long 

time ago." And this "veritabl~" ~evolution is nothing 

more or less than just this . synt.hetic process which forces us 

to assume "that the obje,cts must conform to our mode of 

cognition," and not the reverse, as has been done before. 

and the 'results of which have "come to nothing". (3) a 

notion which. tnough not so named in the first edition, is 

yet clearly indicated. (4) because it is the logical out

come of Kant's premises. and is the best evidence of Kant's 

idealism. 
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As regards Kant's view of the manifold, ' it should 

b.e no!; iced ·that there also he has made no material changes, 

except a olear state~ent . of tha:t which was only implied 

'.in the first Deduction. KaIit, ,namely. there though that. 

the manifold was on the side of the se.nsibili ty as unknown 

in its own nature; here, i.e., in the Deduction of the 

seoond editio~. paragraph twenty one, (1) he plainly states 

that the manifold "is represented through the synthesis 

of the understanding. as belonging to the necessary unity 

of self-consciousness" through the categories. and that 

the manifold,is a postulate necessary to assume as given, 

because our manner of cogriition can be explained to work 

only upo~ the eupposition that "the manifold for an 

intuition mu~t be giv'en ant.ecedent1y to the synthesis of 

the understanding, and · independently of it; - how, remains 
, 

uncertain. n And this means ·that the apparently two 

unknowables of the first edit'lon, i.e., the subject of 

matter and the subject of mental facts, ,i. e., of 'function, 

are only more clearly affirmed. The . idealistic tendency 

of the first edition is , not, nowever, so easily turned 

into a realistic one by the occurence in the second edition 

of olearer restatements of certain problems. It only means 

that Kant has begun to approach certain difficulties inherent 

to his system, eapecially so in regard to the unknown things

in-themselves in their relation to the possibility of 
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phenomena, which later on, that is, in the Preface to the 

second edition, and especially in the Prologomena, by 

reason of his pondering over his ethical system, led him to 

affirm the existence of things-in-themselves even as unknown, 

in sp ite of his Aesthetic and, Analytic. But this does not 

mean that Kant has turned back o~ idealism} it only shows 

that an epistemological 'the<;>ry, as Kant's system is, cannot 

since it avoids ontological implications, 'give 8 satis

factory answer to the problem of being. Logic (which Kant 

took as the bas.is . of his system) is n.ot metaphysics (wl).ich 

Kant so stubbornly denied). By . o~tting th.elatter from 

the Critique, Kant has remained an ideal~st who always 

has his back leaning on realism, though he was Dot able to 

see it. 

-End-
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